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Dorothy Thompson:
Withstanding the Storm
BY MICHAEL J. KIRKHORN
The "unremitting terror" of totalitarianism was Dorothy Thomp~
son's nightmare. She witnessed the atrocities of Nazism, and later,
after the Second World War, the cruelty of Soviet communism. The
violent will to power that she described for her millions of readers
was for her the nemesis of all hope and goodness. It could not be
appeased, it could not be satisfied; it had to be resisted. Her profound
recognition of that single necessity, and her frustration with the
complacency with which this great threat was met at home drew her,
one of the great political journalists of the century, into misjudg~
ments that sometimes jeopardized her reputation.
Like all other professions, journalism depends on the daily profi~
ciency of those who practise it. Such proficiency abounds in Ameri~
can journalism, but it is rare to find journalists who are in every way
competent at their business and at the same time see with some
consistency the meaning of the unfolding events they witness. In this
combination lay Dorothy Thompson's surpassing professional endow~
ment: she possessed both the aptitude and the durable outlook that
produce a great journalistic career.
She had the vocation of journalism and a vision beyond vocation.
She was an upstart and a pioneer, she was brainy and deeply intelli~
gent, nervy and courageous, headstrong and wise, brash and know~
ing. She was an observer and a witness. If some of her judgments
seem in retrospect to have been wrong-as she was wrong, probably,
to try to be both an independent journalist and an anticommunist
propagandist after the Second World War-these were the errors of
a passionate nature that was not broken by the horrible events of the
1930s and 1940s.
Journalism always has been a refuge for waywardness and hetero~
doxy, but only to a point. The circumstances of journalism, the re~
lentless daily deadlines, the unshakable routines, the rituals, the
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clannishness, all conspire to prevent the emergence of an adventur~
ous and independent temperament such as Thompson's.
Journalism is an occupation governed by a creed of "objectivity"
that provides both an opportunity and a restraint. It allows the ob~
server, the reporter, to work freely and independently, but requires
that observer and observed be firmly separated. There is nothing un~
usual here. Scientists, scholars, police officers, and business managers
carry out their duties according to their own accepted views of ob~
jectivity. But journalism of the kind that Dorothy Thompson prac~
tised tends to put at risk the poise necessary for a cool assessment.
The journalist who recognizes the danger of being engulfed by his
convictions, but nevertheless retains hope and independence of judg~
ment, is the observer that society needs. Thompson tried heroically
throughout her career to maintain that professional identity. It was
never easy. There were practical demands. Urgency, deadlines, fa~
tigue, workload (Thompson said she wrote 250,000 words one year),
travel, correspondence, personal obligations-the odds were stacked
against the survival of a consistent, well~reasoned, and resolutely as~
serted outlook. Her success by these standards made Dorothy
Thompson exceptional.
Born in 1894, the daughter of an itinerant Methodist clergyman,
Dorothy Thompson graduated from Syracuse University in 1914-
"cum laude only, because of those math and physics marks" I-and
after working as a woman suffrage organizer, an advertising copy writer,
and a social worker, she took her $175 in savings to London, deter~
mined to be a writer.
She sold some reports on the civil war in Ireland and used the fee
to move to a hotel room on the Boulevard Raspail in Paris, where
she "visited British and American newspaper offices and wangled fea~
ture assignments at space rates--$10 to $15 a column". Hearing about
a general strike in Rome, she jumped on a train to cover it. She used
the money from that job to get to Vienna and then to Budapest,
where she interviewed the deposed King of Hungary, who had just
failed in an attempt to regain his throne.
She recalled: "I consider the many scoops of those first two years
1. Dorothy Thompson to Mrs. C. B. Wade, 23 March 1951, Dorothy Thompson
Papers, Syracuse University Library. The subsequent two autobiographic quotations
come from this same letter.
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Dorothy Thompson with sculptor Jo Davidson, mid~1930s (Photo: Lotte Jacobi).
in Europe as nine,tenths attributable to a run of luck, but they gave
me a reputation 'in the trade' for a remarkable 'nose for news', and
in 1922 I was offered a job as Vienna and Balkan correspondent of
the Curtis press. For the first time since leaving home, I had a sal,
ary." She was paid $50 a week to cover nine nations. That summer
she became acting chief of the Philadelphia Ledger's Berlin bureau (Curtis
owned the Ledger). When her position was confirmed in 1924, she
became the first woman ever to head an overseas bureau for an
American newspaper. In 1922 she married the Hungarian writer )0'
sef Bard. That marriage, the first of three, lasted until 1927.
During her years in Berlin, her reputation grew steadily. It must
be mentioned, however, that she, like others, underrated the poten,
tial of Adolf Hitler. After an interview with him in 1931, she noted
his "startling insignificance" and predicted that he would never rule
Germany. It was not uncommon for journalists of the period to look
closely at the rising dictators and decide that they could not possibly
be worth all the fuss. Stalin and Franco were small in stature, and
Hitler's strutting and strident oratory seemed comic when compared
with the solemn dignity and imperial grandeur of the fallen old re,
gimes. As for Mussolini--depending on which newspaper you were
reading-he was either the ruler who had brought efficiency to Ital,
ian life or a thug, but no titan. Measured against the fanaticism they
inspired, the scope of their power, and the suffering they caused,
these surrogate humans all seemed to be miniatures. Thompson was
not the only correspondent to mistake their potency.
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It did not take her long to readjust her earlier sentiments. To her
credit, she provoked the Nazis so fearlessly that they finally expelled
her from Germany. Back in New York, she made headlines in 1939
by laughing loudly and derisively at a rally of the German~American
Bund in Manhattan. The rally, attended by 19,000 supporters of
American Nazi leader Fritz Kuhn and protected from anti~Nazi dem~
onstrators by 1, 700 police, glorified Kuhn and denounced President
Franklin Roosevelt. The uproar of the occasion attracted the atten~
tion of Dorothy Thompson as she drove uptown past Madison Square
Garden. Using her press pass to get through police lines, she found
a seat in the press section. Her response to the anti~Semitic oratory
was a series of piercing guffaws. Tempers flared, and she departed
under police escort.
In 1936 she began to write a three~times~a~week column for the
New York Herald Tribune, a job that confirmed her importance as a
political observer. In 1937 (the year of her separation from another
vivid and troublesome companion, her second husband, the novelist
A versatile journalist, Dorothy Thompson broadcast her views regularly for NBC
(photo from the mid,1930s).
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Sinclair Lewis} she undertook the writing of a monthly column for
the Ladies' Home Journal, whose editors allowed her to depart from
politics and write essays on whatever topic she pleased. Her magazine
features, which she continued to write for twenty,four years, gave
her access to such an enormous audience that by the late 1930s only
Eleanor Roosevelt was a better,known Amercan woman. The inven,
tory of the Dorothy Thompson Papers in the Syracuse University
Library lists more than 500 articles written about her.
She recognized that her Ladies' Home Journal articles reached an
audience of limited experience, but she rejoiced in the personal tone
of these articles, worked very hard at composing them, and never
talked down to her readers. The manuscripts of these graciously con,
ceived articles are in her papers at Syracuse. Reading them, one has
the impression that they were intended to entertain and to fortify
other women with the lessons Thompson herself had learned in her
travels, her three marriages, her assessment of both the nobility and
Dorothy Thompson's industry as a reporter earned her the admiration and affection
of her colleagues (photo ca. 1940).
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the treachery of the public figures she had observed. She exuberantly
described her experiences as a gardener and as a resident of New
York City, with all the perplexities and frustrations that metropoli,
tan living inflicts on the ordinary daily routine. In her magazine col,
umns, Thompson did not impose her authority. She was only herself,
engaging her readers with wise and timely commentary.
A published collection of her magazine columns called The Cour,
age to Be Happy (1957) was divided into five parts: Art and Artists,
On Children, Elderly Reflections, On Public Affairs, and Observa,
tions of Everyday Life. Here was Dorothy Thompson in her tranquil
moments; and, taken all together, the columns serve as the auto'
biography that she never wrote. They are true revelations of char,
acter, written conversationally as if for friends.
In one of those columns she overturns the sardonic prejudices of
her beloved adversary Sinclair Lewis, who in his popular Main Street
skewered the false heartiness and frowning morality of the midwest'
em small town. "How does today's Main Street differ from the one
described in Sinclair Lewis's famous novel of 1920?" asked Thomp,
son, who, at the height of her career, was addressing attentive au,
diences in small towns across the country. "I have spoken in towns
of 5000 and upward," she wrote, "always rejoicing when my schedule
gave me a free day in which to meet people and look around". She
continued:
And if there are any small towns without proportionately as
many civilized, informed, public,spirited and wide,awake
people as there are in the great cities, I haven't been in them.
Their local civic consciousness, I think, is higher than that
of the Big City populations. In the great cities people vote
for reforms. In the little towns they undertake the reforms.
And the old provincial tightness is disappearing.
On children, a knowing commentary:
Probably the greatest injustice we do to children is our con,
temporary idealization of them. In the modem book if a child
misbehaves or is 'socially maladjusted', it is all the fault of
its parents or other adults. The child in this picture comes
into the world pure as snow and the characteristics it subse,
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quently develops merely reflect its environment. There is never
the necessity to reform the child. What is needed is the re,
form of its parents, preferably with the aid of a professional
psychiatrist. . . . All this leaves out of account the fact that
healthy children are, among other things, little animals, who
only slowly evolve (if they ever do) into civilized human
beings, and that the process of evolving is painful to them,
and to their caretakers as well, even under the best condi,
tions. Children are not naturally 'good', according to any
standards ever set by a civilized society. They are natural
barbarians.
On tolerance:
But the word 'tolerance' does not suggest that everything is
supportable and that any amount of deviation is allowable.
It suggests that one's principles and standards should be tern,
pered with patience, and with readiness to subject them to
modification, through practical or intellectual tests. But it
does not suggest that one should have no principles or stan,
dards. In the contemporary world, I find that for many peo,
pIe this is, however, exactly what they mean by tolerance: a
vapid openness to the condoning of anything. Tolerance car,
ried to this conclusion is anarchy.
And finally on the consolations and trials of old age:
But the luxury of such late efforts [useful work done in old
age], as I contemplate them for myself, is that they are per,
formed without external ambition, without desire for praise
or fear of blame. One joy of old age is that in it we lose such
ambitions-the ambition for applause, recognition, popular,
ity; the fear of an endangered 'career'; the pain of the slight.
. . . In old age we remember our own youth and try to help
the young to realize the ambitions we have ourselves aban,
doned. And this brings anew, refreshing form of freedom. 2
2. Dorothy Thompson, The Courage to Be Happy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1957),
213, 67, 185, and 115 respectively. This book was published at the end of her
twenty years of column,writing for the Ladies' Home Journal.
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The peace after 1945 introduced a crisis for journalists as well as
for everyone else. The agony of that harrowing post,war period, the
regret that afflicted those who had fought with arms or words against
the dictatorships, sprang from the realization that the dictators had
not all been defeated. One remained-Stalin.
Contrary to popular belief, the wartime Stalin was not widely con,
sidered a friend of the United States. The Soviet Union had been
an ally against Germany; but American correspondents in Moscow
had decided in the early 1930s, observing the ruthless destruction of
independent peasants who opposed collective farming and later Sta,
lin's infamous purge trials, that the Soviet leader was a monster equal
to Hitler. That judgment did not change during the Second World
War. The appellation "Uncle Joe" dripped irony.
Thompson had equated the dictatorships of Hitler and Stalin be,
fore the Second World War began. After the war was over she con,
tinued to denounce dictatorship in her crusade against communism.
The Nazi,Soviet nonaggression pact of 1939 had signalled to most
perceptive journalists that it was pointless to make moral distinctions
between the two regimes. Thompson undoubtedly agreed with her
friend, Max Ascoli, the magazine editor, who wrote her in 1939:
The Soviet Nazi Pact will be the ruin of both. They have
thrown away the ideological mask, and show now the ugly
face of cynical tyrannical nationalism. Hitler has underesti,
mated human nature. He did not foresee the reaction of the
man in the street, not only in London, but everywhere. He
(and Stalin) did not realize that there are limits to sentimen,
tal allegiance, party discipline, and human idiocy.3
But when the war was over, and the violence had subsided to local,
ized civil and anti,colonial outbursts, then relief was expected-a
reward for sacrifice for suffering. But that expectation was thwarted
by an ungrateful, dark,minded Stalin, and so betrayal became the
spirit of the immediate post'war years. American journalists, contin,
uing their crusade against dictatorship, talked privately and even
speculated publicly about the possibility of war against the Soviet
3. Max Ascoli to Dorothy Thompson, 25 August 1939, Dorothy Thompson Pa,
pers.
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Union. In a long, undated, unpublished column from this period,
Thompson expressed a bitterness typical of the time. Because the
article is so very nearly a precis of Western resentment against the
Soviets, it deserves some attention.
Thompson wrote that the "swiftly growing reaction against Russia"
could be explained in terms of the perceived betrayal of "American
faith and hope during the war". Nobody had mistaken the Soviet
Union for a democracy, she continued. President Roosevelt had said
it was "run by a dictatorship as absolute as any other dictatorship in
the world". But then, the suppression of liberty is not unusual in the
aftermath of revolution. American "faith and hope" had been di,
rected to the possibility that the "self,abnegating [wartime] effort of
the Russian people would convince Russia's leaders of their demo,
cratic trustworthiness, and lead to the abandonment of the Gestapo
terrorism of the NKYD".
"It was also our hope, and faith that the utter fidelity with which
both Britain and America supported the Soviet Union throughout
the war would end any justified or unjustified Russian distrust."
Americans were willing to "forgive and forget" the Nazi,Soviet Pact
of 1939, which "had actually given the Hitlerites the green light to
a world war".
The West experienced moments of doubt, Thompson wrote, in
which the outcome of communist belief and behavior was ques,
tioned: "Can communist cultism, organized like a medieval secret
order, with a priesthood, a police and an inquisition, reform itself
into a modem, liberal, democratic movement?" Why, during the
war, did communist propagandists throughout the world demand an
immediate "second front", an attack on heavily fortified Western
Europe by the United States and Great Britain? "Did these obedient
claques care nothing for the lives of American boys? Were they lis,
tening to any voices but the voice of Stalin?"
"Yet, we said: No", Thompson continued. "We shall prove our
confidence, trust and trustworthiness. We shall hold faith that it will
not be betrayed. Loyalty, we said, begets loyalty." But as Germany
collapsed, the Soviet Union began "reversing every war,time pledge
and policy. And not only was the quarter of a century of communist
despotism to be fastened again upon the necks of the long suffering,
heroically,enduring, eternally,hoping, eternally,serving Russian peo,
pIe-but naked and unashamed it was seeking new people to sub,
ject. "
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"Thus," she concluded, "we are forced, however reluctantly, again
to review developments since the war, and because of these to revise
a previous judgment. As the faith and hope were sincere, so is the
revised judgment." 4
This article probably was written in 1946, and the outlook that
produced its judgments did not change appreciably in the ensuing
years. A letter to Marc C. de Conti in 1951 expressed her fear of a
'-'German,Slavic world empire" and criticized the United States' post,
war German policy, which she said, "has been greatly colored by
Jewish revengism". The evidence from Eastern Europe, she wrote,
"shows the Russians planning for war, and soon".5
To the extent that the article and the letter sound vaguely pre,
scriptive, as though exhorting a change of attitude, they are charac,
teristic of the tendency of conservative American political journal,
ism in the early Cold War period to warn Americans against the
possibility of friendship with the Soviet Union. But there is no ques,
tion that Dorothy Thompson, a student of European affairs since the
1920s, an omnivorous reader of European history, held these views
with great conviction.
Her papers in the Syracuse University Library offer ample proof
that Dorothy Thompson was speaking her convictions. First, there is
the grimness that permeated her judgments. She was not pessimistic
by nature, though she might have been. Later in life she married the
artist Maxim Kopf, but though the partnership was happy, she never
quite recovered from the failure of her marriage to Sinclair Lewis,
nor from the loss of her stepson, Lewis's only son, Wells Lewis, who
was killed in the Second World War. Hers was a sturdy character,
and those who were weaker did not hesitate to take advantage of her
strong shoulders. Friends such as the often,penniless, complaining
fellow'joumalist Vincent Sheean burdened her with dependency, about
which she never complained.
The career of a national political commentator of her stature is
demandingly political, requiring speeches, public appearances, and
frequent negotiations with syndication services and other agencies,
4. An unused piece by Dorothy Thompson, written for her "On the Record" col,
umn, probably in 1946, Dorothy Thompson Papers.
5. Dorothy Thompson to Marc C. de Conti, 14 March 1951, Dorothy Thompson
Papers.
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as well as correspondence with editors and publishers of some of the
hundreds of newspapers who carried her column. She was busy, and
beset, but her view of the world was consistently her own, and what
pessimism she gave vent to was a philosophical response to what
seemed to her to be a decline in conviction and in the moral and
political power of the free nations of the West.
Her most profound doubts about the future she confided only to
her friends. The concern she had in common with her friend Walter
Lippmann, who had been worrying for decades over the "drift" of
democratic institutions, was the loss of fundamental belief as the
onslaught of modem life cut humanity from its sources of stability
and good sense. To Lippmann, however, the issue was a public one-
for which he blamed the public. An unmoored humanity he thought
useless, offering neither wisdom nor guidance toward a sound public
policy. Thompson, who would soon be a mobilizer of public opinion,
retained a belief in the ability of people to resist the fanaticism that
threatened democracy. Without question, her personal views were at
times bleak. In a letter written in 1948 to Vincent Sheean she said,
"Personally, Jimmie, I think the whole world is going to go down in
chaos, slime, brutality and collapse. In the world in which we live,
ruthlessness will triumph, only because there is nothing to oppose it
with, except the spirit of a very few. There will be a new dark ages." 6
In 1951 she wrote Lippmann: "The sickness of our civilization is too
deep to be cured by any therapy of words. The blind are leading the
blind-and none of us has good sight. The contemplation of physical
destruction is not, however, what depresses me most. It is the terri,
ble intellectual and moral deterioration that shows itself every'
where." 7
In a diary entry of 24 February 1945, she had written a note on
the Yalta meetings of Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill, which she
had glimpsed in a newsreel, and observed: "The world wears a terri,
ble countenance of brass". 8
Yet this was a woman capable of transcending in public life her
6. Dorothy Thompson to Vincent ("Jimmie") Sheean, 28 February 1948, Dorothy
Thompson Papers.
7. Dorothy Thompson to Walter Lippmann, 21 June 1951, Dorothy Thompson
Papers.
8. Diary entry, 24 February 1945, Dorothy Thompson Papers.
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unhappiest private doubts about the future. She observed the seem,
ingly overwhelming totalitarianism, but did not resign herself to it.
She continued to hope, and her hopefulness nourished her journal,
ism and fortified her for the work she would do as an organizer against
the evil she so greatly feared.
The impetus for organizational work appeared in 1941, when she
delivered an inspiring speech at a rally of the Anti,Nazi League in
New York City. The invitation to speak had stimulated her to think
beyond Nazism-which she had defied and reviled in every way that
she could--down to the very core of the human problem, the cor,
ruption of civilization.
In a letter to her friend, the New York banker Thomas Lamont,
she recounted the birth of the impulse that led to her involvement
in the founding of an organization called the Ring of Freedom, which
was intended to mobilize support for democratic ideals. The Ring of
Freedom later was absorbed by an organization with similar ideals
called Freedom House, of which Thompson became president.
"I had long believed", she told Lamont, "that being anti,Nazi is
simply not enough. Naziism is a disease of our times, with more than
purely Germanic roots, and it has grown in the soul of an impotent
and corrupt century, which has also had great social and economic
problems to solve." Only a "positive philosophy would bring to birth
that decent and reasonable world for which peoples everywhere are
yearning".9 This philosophy (made up of "banalities", as she called
them: that is, "the long,neglected facts of life") was expressed as
"ten articles of personal faith". She read them at the rally, where
they inspired enthusiastic support for the Ring of Freedom. The ten
points proclaimed the value of tolerance, equality, and social respon,
sibility. "The nation or community has a duty to the world of na,
tions and communities", stated one. Another read: "The individual
life finds full expression and happiness only as it is related to a moral
and social purpose". These "banalities" inspired not only sponta,
neous adherence among her listeners, but also, to herself, an idea
that she played out in the last seven pages of her long letter to La,
mont.
The principle that she discovered, which would continue to guide
9. Dorothy Thompson to Thomas Lamont, 1 October 1941, Dorothy Thompson
Papers.
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Dorothy Thompson having a 'cuppa' with local officials, in Jarrow, England,
a shipbuilding town notoriously hard hit during the depression of the 1930s. At
her left is Ellen Wilkinson, M. P., who led the famous "Jarrow Crusade" to
Westminster in 1936.
her public life, was action. In wartime Great Britain, she told La~
mont, "I saw suddenly and quite clearly, that regeneration does not
come through the preaching of abstract truths, but through action
along lines that make these truths corporal. People become by doing,
not by thinking-that is to say, masses of people do. The community
as a whole can only act its way through."
War, then, was the opportunity for spiritual mobilization, and a
dimly visible utopia, far in the distance, was the unspoken goal-
evident in the fervor of her statement to her admirer, Lamont: "You
will say, 'It is hard'. Don't I know it. But we have got to begin doing
things that are hard. It is very hard for me. It is foreign to my temper~
ament and even my talents. It will cost me enormous work to collab~
orate with it [her crusade], and money, too. But we must begin living
beyond our normal physical and mental means-and by living be~
yond them, raise them to the level of necessity. "
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On a reporting trip to Europe at the end of the war, she heard
about atrocities committed by the Red army, and these reports con,
firmed her belief that the Soviets were the barbarians who would
succeed the Nazis as enemies of the West. A diary entry for 1946
said, "Nothing will stop the Russians except fear". 10 In 1948 she said
in a letter to A. J. Muste: "The essence of communism is vio,
lence" .11
Impelled by these bitter convictions, Dorothy Thompson became
a propagandist. She understood propaganda. In 1935 Thompson had
been invited to speak at the annual convention of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors. Propaganda was her topic, and she
came quickly to a point that she could make eloquently and with
authority because it had been on the minds of foreign correspondents
of her generation for a decade. She described the potency of terror
and propaganda as they were used alternately by totalitarian states
for the purpose of forcing acquiescence.
Western journalists, she said, "are trying to represent a theory of
journalism, a theory of what journalism stands for, a thesis of jour,
nalism, a philosophy of journalism, in countries where this philoso,
phy is fundamentally repudiated. The thing which we are all up against
is propaganda. Sometimes I think that this age is going to be called
the age of propaganda, an unprecedented iise of propaganda, propa,
ganda as a weapon, propaganda as a technique, propaganda as a fine
art, and propaganda as a form of government. I don't think it can be
denied today that in most of the dictatorships, actual rule, actual
government is today performed largely by two weapons, terror and
the written and spoken word, and the written and spoken word doesn't
necessarily have any relation whatever to the truth." 12
How did it happen, a decade after her speech to the editors, that
so wary a critic of propaganda, one who so thoroughly understood its
blunt purposes as a weapon of dictators, could devote her energies to
three organizations that may have retained some vestige of the Ring
of Freedom but were, in the main, political instruments and sources
of propaganda: The American Committee for the Investigation of
10. An undated diary entry from 1946, from the Dorothy Thompson Papers.
11. Dorothy Thompson to A. J. Muste, 6 April 1948, Dorothy Thompson Papers.
12. Proceedings, Thirteenth Annual Convention, American Society of Newspaper
Editors, "Problems of Journalism", 1935, 105-14.
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the Katyn Massacre; the World Organization of Mothers of All N a~
tions; and the American Friends of the Middle East? How could an
eminent journalist who prided herself on her independence become
so broadly involved politically?
The Katyn Committee, with Thompson as vice~chairman, was in~
tended to investigate the Soviet massacre of thousands of officers of
the defeated Polish army who had fallen into Soviet hands at Katyn,
near Smolensk, in 1940. Among its board members were William
Donovan, who had led the Office of Strategic Services, predecessor
to the Central Intelligence Agency, and Allen Dulles, who would
become CIA director. The Mothers of All Nations was a fuzzily con~
ceived, short~lived effort to mobilize mothers for the pursuit of world
peace. The organization did not come to much in the United States
(it is not even mentioned by Thompson's biographer). Its political
identity never emerged, although it endured for a while in Europe,
where eventually East German propagandists saw its potential as a
mobilizing device. The American Friends of the Middle East,
Thompson's most ambitious political enterprise, supported an even~
handed United States foreign policy toward the Arab nations at a
time when opinion was swinging toward the support of Israel as a
bulwark against Soviet subversion.
Thompson justified this political work by saying that she was very
careful to protect her independence as a journalist and keep it sepa~
rate from other activities. This was an impracticable goal, but she
seemed to need to be actively involved. She was a crusader by na~
ture. Nevertheless, as a journalist she was required to express her
views to millions of people with considered restraint. American jour~
nalists, even columnists, are not rilers; shrillness and excessive pas~
sion are the qualities of agitation, not journalism. The public should
be calmly informed. So Thompson, who subscribed to this code, had
to crusade as a sideline, but the point was that she had to. We usually
think of crusaders as single~minded zealots. Thompson could not af~
ford to be single~minded. As her private pessimism was separated
from her judicious analysis of events, and as those events foreshad~
owed the dark movements of history that she feared, she was obliged
to maintain a double allegiance-to responsible journalism and to
the struggle against gathering darkness, of which the Ring of Free~
dom was probably the purest expression.
Her political involvement, especially in the Middle East, threat~
17
Dorothy Thompson visiting a ceramic workshop in Iran in the early 1950s.
ened her journalistic prestige. Thompson was thoroughly worried about
Zionism and Israel's influence in the United States and on American
politics. It seemed to her that in the postwar period, elected politi,
dans were unwilling to resist these influences. She restrained her
views publicly, but undoubtedly listened sympathetically to accusa,
tions such as those expressed in a letter from William A. Eddy, for,
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mer U. S. Minister to Saudi Arabia and an employee of the Trans,
Arabian Pipe Line Company. American politicians "wantonly have
thrown away the friendship of the people of the Near East", Eddy
said, and did it "for a mess of Zionist votes". 13
Recalling perhaps how avidly her anti,Nazi oratory had been ap'
plauded, and stung by the ungrateful criticism of her pro,Arab views,
Thompson wrote to C. S. Freeman of the Holy Land Christian Com,
mittee that "systematic intimidation, character assassination, infer~
ence of personal scandal, impuning [sic] of motives, organization of
boycots [sic], or threats of boycot, are all among the weapons used
by the Zionists".14 The energy consumed in fuming invective, which
she usually confined to her correspondence and conversations, was
not the least of the costs of her political involvement.
Thompson continued to travel to the Middle East, a part of the
world that fascinated her. In 1958, shortly after Kopt's fatal heart
attack, she retired from journalism. She never completed the auto,
biography that every journalist hopes to write. She died while visit,
ing her daughter, in,law and grandchildren in Portugal in 1961. She
was 67 years old.
She had lived a successful life, and in moments when confidence
faltered she could rely on some consolations. The mastery of craft is
a consolation, and Thompson was proud of her skill as a journalist.
She had a great career, and its earlier years were spent among the
finest generation of foreign correspondents ever seen in the Ameri,
can press. She recognized that fact. When Elmer Davis, a journalis,
tic colleague, died in 1958, she wrote a commemorative column in
which she recalled that the correspondents of their day had been
"notable for their rugged independence of mind, their outspoken
expression, their defiance of regulations imposed by government
agencies, their imperviousness to propaganda, and sometimes the
breadth, even profundity, of their educational background". 15
Of all the journalists of her time, she was the most active and
determined crusader, and of those who involved themselves in poli,
13. William A. Eddy to Dorothy Thompson, 23 November 1951, Dorothy
Thompson Papers.
14. Dorothy Thompson to C. S. Freeman, 9 April 1951, Dorothy Thompson Pa,
pers.
15. "On the Record" column, for publication 25 May 1958, Dorothy Thompson
Papers.
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tics, she was possibly the only one who remained a regularly pub,
lished journalist, holding onto her profession and her activism-and
her double identity.
Thompson's crusading had been an expression of her need for ac,
tion, which she had discovered so dramatically during the heroism
of the Battle of Britain. After that, journalism itself was not enough,
not a sufficient response to the evil of Hitler and Stalin. But jour,
nalism sustained her, and she stayed with it. One wonders what di,
rections she might have taken if Stalinism had not immediately suc,
ceeded Nazism as occupier-as preoccupier--of so much of her interest.
The storms of the twentieth century splintered her career as they
did many others. In the end she was a journalist who had much that
was valuable to say about the political conflicts she had witnessed
and, in her magazine columns, about the qualities of common life
that might survive the conflict.
Her generation of journalists was remarkable for its response to
evils of an enormity never before imagined. It is impressive to notice
how, as they witnessed one awful crisis after another, they were served
well by the orthodox journalistic code--objectivity. They were im,
measurably, almost intolerably provoked, but they found their own
power in their ability to see through their passions, to exercise the
intensity of the deliberately unimpassioned witness. One thinks of
Life magazine photographer Margaret Bourke,White, of her efforts to
see the victims of concentration camps as images, so that, having set
aside her own disgust and horror, she could better pass on what she
had witnessed. That was her job. To all these conveyors of infor,
mation, observation was not a form of inaction, or uninvolvement.
It was an unflinching exercise-a way of insisting that humanity know
the horrors it had perpetrated. Some might say that observation of
that kind was redemptive-an acceptance of the burden of evil.
Some journalists of Thompson's generation found that by practis,
ing journalism in the most disturbing circumstances, they had come
to a stoical form of observation, one offering refuge in the conviction
that they had protected their own integrity and that, for what it
could count, they had been honest. Martha Gellhorn, a lifelong
journalist and correspondent of that generation, had no doubt after
the Second World War that journalism was futile. She wrote, "Ap,
parently people would not learn for themselves, nor from others. If
the agony of the Second World War did not teach them, whatever
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would? Surely the postwar world is a mockery of hope and an insult
to all those who died so that we should survive." Journalism was not
a way of informing people so that they could be better, and make a
better world. It was, Gellhorn said, "a means; and I now think that
the act of keeping the record straight is valuable in itself. Serious,
careful, honest journalism is essential, not because it is a guiding
light but because it is a form of honorable behaviour." 16
Dorothy Thompson might have been satisfied with "honorable be~
havior" in the practice of her craft. But she recognized the enormous
moral scope of the challenge presented by the evil of totalitarianism
and the irresolute nature of the democratic response. She worried
over it, and it carried her beyond journalism.
Politics is the encompassing reality of journalism. But the ambi~
tions of Hitler and Stalin seemed to Thompson to transcend politics.
They practised a "metapolitics" against which conventional re~
sponses were useless. They were, to Thompson, forces of evil. They
compelled her to act outside journalism.
Thompson spanned two generations of journalists-those she ad~
mired, her companions from the 1930s, most of whose careers ended
with the war's end; and the generation of Cold War journalists who
came out of the war to face the deceits of Stalin. The Cold War
generation tended quickly to decide on the evil nature of Stalin's
ambitions and to respond by aligning themselves with the views of
the United States government. One question for them is whether
their political response to Stalin's betrayal of the peace in fact be~
trayed the independence of journalism, by using it to abet govern~
ment policy. Should journalism have joined the Cold War as an
interested party and advocate, or tried strenuously to keep its dis~
tance?
Thompson's career did not resolve that dilemma, but its cloven
character suggests how severely the perception of overwhelming evil
tested one of the century's most conscientious observers.
16. Martha Gellhom, The Face ofWar (New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1988), 3.
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Dear Kit, Dear Skinny:
The Letters of Erskine Caldwell and
Margaret Bourke,White
BY WILLIAM L. HOWARD
Complementing the substantial Margaret Bourke'White Papers at
the George Arents Research Library at Syracuse University is a smaller
collection of Erskine Caldwell material from the years when he and
Bourke,White were lovers and, subsequently, during 1939-42, hus,
band and wife. The collection includes letters, financial records, notes
for the books they did together, book contracts, photographs of Bourke,
White, Caldwell, and their Darien, Connecticut home, and news,
paper clippings about The Road to Smolensk, the American Folkways
series, Say, Is This the U.S.A.?, Trouble in July, and the play "To,
bacco Road". There are some short'story typescripts, including "My
Old Man", as well as a copy of the impassioned pamphlet "In De,
fense of Myself" that Caldwell printed and distributed after the city
of Portland, Maine censored his first novel and threatened to throw
his first wife, Helen, into jail for selling it in their bookshop.
The correspondence is particularly interesting. Two letters from
1940 attest to Caldwell's stature as a writer at that time. In one,
Caldwell's secretary is thanking Ernest Hemingway for an auto'
graphed copy of For Whom the Bell Tolls. In the other, Alfred Knopf
thanks Caldwell for "your line about Langston Hughes' book [The
Big Sea]". There are also letters from Bennett Cerf; Maurice Coin,
dreau; Duell, Sloan and Pearce Publishers; the League of American
Writers; and two artistic friends of Caldwell, Richard Johns and Alfred
Morang. The bulk of the correspondence in the collection, however,
was exchanged between Caldwell and Bourke,White beginning in
1936 and, except for two brief notes from 1959, ending in 1942.
There are some 300 or so letters and telegrams, the majority of them
exchanged in 1939 and 1940, during the time that Margaret Bourke,
White was in Europe on assignment for Life magazine. They provide
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indispensable documentation of the artists' personal lives in the years
1936 through 1942.
By 1936, Caldwell had already completed what many would argue
were his finest works: Tobacco Road, God's Little Acre, ]oumeyman,
and most of his short stories. The famous stage adaptation of Tobacco
Road had premiered on Broadway, 4 December 1933, and made him
a celebrity. Its success was both a major reason for the publicity he
attracted and a major cause of his distraction from writing. Over the
seven years of its run, he spent considerable time-time which might
well have been spent on fiction writing--defending and substantiat,
ing the story with facts. He protested censorship in cities where the
play was banned, published a treatise on tenant farming in 1935,
and in 1938 taught a course at the New School for Social Research.
He was irked by those who refused to acknowledge Southern pov,
erty, and in 1935 he decided to return South, this time armed not
only with pen and paper, but also with camera. To validate his fic,
tion with factual documentation, he agreed to do a series of articles
on the conditions of sharecroppers for the New York Post. His father,
Ira Sylvester Caldwell, a Reformed Presbyterian minister long famil,
iar with the plight of the Southern poor, accompanied him. Caldwell
took his own photographs for the series. Aware that they were "de,
cidedly the work of an amateur" and thinking that he would like to
devote an entire book to the sharecropper's plight, he determined to
enlist the help of a professional photographer on his next trip South. 1
By 1936 Margaret Bourke,White was a highly successful photog,
rapher. After the failure of her first marriage (1924-28) to Everett
Chapman, a fellow student at the University of Michigan, she ern,
barked on a career as free,lance photographer in Cleveland, deter,
mined to prove herself. She began by taking pictures for architectural
firms, then pioneered the field of industrial photography. In 1929 a
book of her photographs for a steel company caught the eye of Henry
Luce of Time magazine, who invited her to New York to interview
for a position with his new Fortune magazine. Driven by desire to
succeed, in less than four years she had progressed from selling pic,
tures to Cleveland architects for fifty cents apiece to a half,time job
at Fortune for $1000 a month and her own studio in New York City.
1. Erskine Caldwell, Call It Experience (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1951),
162-63.
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Margaret Bourke~White and Erskine Caldwell, probably in 1937.
For the public, Caldwell and Bourke-White wrote retrospective descriptions of
each other as they were about this time. Margaret was "a spirited young woman
with an engaging personality", Caldwell wrote in With All My Might (p. 145). Of
him, Bourke-White wrote in Portrait of Myself: "I could hardly believe this large
shy man with the enormous wrestler's shoulders and quiet coloring could be the
fiery Mr. Caldwell" (p. 114).
She was also able to expand her intellectual horizons through travel.
In the early 1930s she had been sent by Fortune to Europe, where
she photographed Russian industry, as well as Stalin's mother and
birthplace. In the summer of 1934, her political consciousness was
aroused when she was assigned to cover the American dustbowl. Moved
by the plight of the drought,stricken farmers and probably also influ,
enced by the depression and the rise of Fascism in Europe, she began
actively supporting leftist causes. 2
2. Vicki Goldberg, Margaret Bourke-White: A Biography (New York: Harper and
Row, 1986), 33-160.
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In 1936 &urke,White made an important resolution about her
career. Turning down a job paying $1000 per picture, she vowed not
to accept any more advertising work. Rather than photographing shiny
automobiles "stuffed with vapid smiles", she wanted to do more work
like the dustbowl assignment. She wanted to do an in,depth study,
a book, about "everyday" Americans. And it was not enough just to
photograph them. She wanted someone to interpret what she pho,
tographed in written words, someone she could learn from. She sought
to collaborate with a writer who was "really in earnest about under'
standing America". 3
In their interests and abilities, the two artists seemed perfectly
matched. After they were introduced early in 1936, it did not take
long for them to begin planning for the summer tour South that
would eventually produce You Have Seen Their Faces. The Syracuse
collection contains the first letters exchanged between them.
In March 1936, soon after this meeting, Bourke,White wrote
Caldwell that she was "happier about the book I am to do with you
than anything I have had a chance to work on for the last two years.
I have felt keenly for some time that I was turning my camera too
often to advertising subjects and too little in the direction of some,
thing that might have some social significance." She went on exu,
berantly: "If I had a chance to choose from every living writer in
America I would choose you first as the person I would like to do
such a book with. And to have you drop out of a clear sky-just
when I have decided that I want to take pictures that are closer to
life-seems almost too good to be true." 4
After this auspicious start, however, the road became rocky. When
Bourke,White directed her attention towards a project, she brought
a remarkable intellectual vitality. But she had many varied interests,
which she was used to handling with self,assurance and charm. Cald,
well was far more single,minded, even obsessive about his goals. Once
he had his mind set on a project, he was compulsive about finishing
it. Moreover, deadlines were important to him, and he felt irked by
3. Margaret Bourke~White, Portrait of Myself (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1963), 112-13.
4. Bourke~White to Erskine Caldwell, 9 March 1936, Margaret Bourke~White Pa~
pers, Syracuse University Library. All other references to the Bourke~White/Cald~
well correspondence (cited by date within the text) are from the Margaret Bourke~
White Papers.
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delays, no matter how graciously they were requested. Unable to
finish all of her business in New York in time to drive South with
Caldwell and his assistant Ruth Carnall in the summer of 1936,
Bourke~White asked for an extension. Caldwell was not pleased but
accommodated her. He suggested that he drive to Georgia, visit his
parents in Wrens, and that Bourke~White fly into Augusta, where
he and Carnall would meet her. A few days later when Bourke~White
wired asking for yet another day's postponement, Caldwell became
furious, convinced that she was slighting him and the project. He
cancelled the trip indefinitely. 5
Unwilling to let the project die, Bourke~White responded by flying
to Augusta anyway. From there, she sent a letter by messenger to
nearby Wrens asking Caldwell to reconsider. She appealed to his
reasonableness, to his sense of the social importance of the project,
and to his sympathy for those who work for a living: "It seemed to
me that this work that you and I had planned is so important that I
couldn't bear to see it hopelessly lost". She had needed to get her
affairs in order, she wrote, because "I have to earn my living and it
is these jobs (which are now finished) that make it possible for me
to carry the overhead while doing a really creative and socially im~
portant job like the book with you. . . . If I had an independent
income it would be different. . . ." She concluded by repeating her
"deep desire to use my photography in ways that are more socially
useful". It was a masterful letter, and it worked. A few hours later
Caldwell appeared at the hotel, and they were soon on their way
across the South.
For information about the trip itself, one must study not only the
materials in the Syracuse collection but also Caldwell's letters (lo~
cated at Dartmouth College Library) to his first wife, Helen; Vicki
Goldberg's biography of Bourke~White; Harvey Klevar's unpublished
biography of Caldwell; and Bourke~White's and Caldwell's autobio~
graphies. 6 Documented in these sources are the contest of wills be~
5. Harvey Klevar, "Erskine Caldwell, Solitary Puritan: A Biography". Unpub,
lished biography of Erskine Caldwell. To protect her identity, Call It Experience and
Portrait of Myself refer to Camall as "Sally". The Klevar biography and Caldwell's
second autobiography, With All My Might (Atlanta: Peachtree Publishers, 1987),
identify her as Ruth Camall.
6. Goldberg, Margaret Bourke,Whitej Klevar, "Erskine Caldwell, Solitary Puritan"j
Bourke,White, Portrait of Myselfj Caldwell, Call It Experience and With AU My Might.
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tween the two artists, the conflicts between Bourke~White and Ruth
Carnall, Caldwell's decision to return home early, Bourke~White's
successful attempt to charm him into continuing, Carnall's sudden
departure, and, finally, Caldwell's falling in love with Bourke~White.
The Syracuse collection has much to offer about Caldwell's sub~
sequent reactions to the Southern trip. A married man with a wife
and three children, he was under a great deal of emotional stress.
Several undated letters and telegrams show him obsessed with love
but haunted by the possibility of losing security. In one undated let~
ter, he informs Bourke~White that his wife knows of the affair, and
he asks for an answer about their future together: "I miss living. I've
found that I do not do any of that without you any more. I need you
to live for and with. Is there any hope?" In a second letter, from his
home in Maine, Caldwell chivalrously pledges his loyalty to his mis~
tress. He has not "even touched" his wife since he has been home.
"I feel that I belong 100% to you." Another undated letter, probably
from a New York hotel, demonstrates his confusion and his desperate
desire for Bourke~White to act as a stabilizing force. Having just
gone through "hell" after meeting with his wife and afraid that Bourke~
White has "dropped" him, he thinks he is "cracking up". "Help me",
he writes. "Can't you hurry home and take me away to live with
[you] until we know we love each other and that nothing can ever
separate our hearts?"
All through the fall and winter of 1936-37, Caldwell was tortured
by uncertainty over the extent of Bourke~White's commitment. He
had a deep fear of being unable to replace the love and security that
his wife would most certainly withhold. After Helen had discovered
one of his love letters to Margaret and ordered him to leave their
Maine home, he wrote to Bourke~White in an undated letter, "I
don't blame her any. But I hate not having anything. I hope you
will give it to me. You are the only person in the world who can."
In February, pressured by the destabilizing situation, he wrote: "Please
let me know when you get this if I can count on your sticking to me
no matter what happens". (2~8~37) A week later he wrote, "What
we have means everything in the world to me if anything should go
wrong III [sic] never recover". (2~15~37) It was a burden she was
apparently not always willing to carry. He complained that she seemed
"always so anxious to change the subject, that I never am able to
tell you how and why I love you. As if you cared, I guess." He argued
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that he was biologically driven, as was the Lester family of "Tobacco
Road". "What else is there to live for, if a person has an animal,like
instinct to love someone as I do you?" (No date)
Unfortunately, few of Bourke,White's replies from this period are
represented in the collection, and one wonders whether they were
simply lost over time or whether she destroyed them. Was she ashamed
of her role in luring him away from his wife and children? Were they
erotic letters which embarrassed her? One would assume that she
replied, but there are no answers in the collection. It is, of course,
possible that, having had one unsuccessful marriage, Bourke,White
did not respond to Caldwell's impassioned letters because she was
fearful of becoming too involved. In her autobiography she states
that from the beginning their relationship had been "strewn with
danger signals". 7 One of those danger signals must have been his
consuming need for her and his wish to merge their individual per,
sonalities into one. He wrote, "I think of you as a part of us; never
of you alone". (No date) Although this may have been flattering at
the time, ultimately his jealousy of that portion of her career that
did not include him contributed heavily to their eventual divorce.
He could not think of her "alone", even though Bourke,White in,
sisted on reserving a good portion of herself for her work only.
This is not to say that Bourke,White did not love him. Contrary
to the cool self,portrait she paints in her autobiography, she was not
distant when expressing her affections. Although the lack of her early
letters makes it difficult to gauge her attitude accurately, one tele,
gram sent in the summer of 1937, when she was covering Lord
Tweedsmuir's trip to northern Canada, does give some indication
that she needed him too. Not having heard from him, she wired,
"You must not-must not-sweetheart-Ieave me without hearing
from you like this again". Her autobiography suggests that his sub,
sequent cables to "Honeychile, Arctic Region" asking her to hurry
home and marry him hindered and embarrassed her, for they greeted
her at practically every stop and were a source of humor for radio
operators all over Northern Canada. This particular telegram, how,
ever, along with several of the missives she wrote after their mar,
riage, points to a stronger longing for him than she later admits. Her
contention that she married him because "finally a time comes when
7. Bourke~White, Portrait of Myself, 170.
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it is just too troublesome to remain unmarried"8 seems more of a
pose than an accurate reflection of her feelings at the time. It can
safely be assumed that she had a genuine need that marriage helped
satisfy.
Unlike Caldwell, however, Bourke,White kept her need in per,
spective. In an undated letter written aboard the Canadian ship dur,
ing the same Tweedsmuir assignment, she expresses her love in one
half of the letter, then talks about her adventures in the other half:
the captain's stopping his ship so that she could take pictures of her
butterflies hatching; the mission schools along the way; the Eskimos'
fascination with her flashbulbs. Caldwell's early letters to her, on the
contrary, are almost solely about his consuming love for her and
their relationship.
Helen Caldwell, convinced finally that her husband's involvement
with Bourke,White was more than just a casual affair, filed for di,
vorce early in 1938. In March, Bourke,White, who had joined Life
in the fall of 1936 shortly after her and Caldwell's trip South, was
sent to Spain and Czechoslovakia, to report on troubled Europe.
Caldwell went along. They spent five months abroad, most of it in
Czechoslovakia working on what would become their second collab,
orative book, North of the Danube. 9
In the fall of 1938, after their return to the United States, they
bought Horseplay Hill, the Darien home they named together. After
they began living there, the tone of Caldwell's letters changed radi,
cally from those written in 1936 and 1937 when he was in the throes
of a divorce and an uncertain love. From a man tom by the demons
of love, insecurity, and guilt, he became calm and affectionate even
though Bourke,White continued to be absent from him on various
assignments. Alone in Darien with her praying mantises, he good,
humoredly telegraphed in October, "All fourteen of us miss you....
All our love, Skinny Johnny Suzy Mantise." (10,5,38)
Caldwell and Bourke,White married on 27 February 1939. In an
undated letter addressed to "Sweet Leilani", presumably written after
or in anticipation of their Hawaii honeymoon in March, Caldwell
writes blissfully, "You are my dream of paradise, and if there is none,
so much the better, because you are my paradise". At this point, her
8. Bourke,White, Portrait of Myself, 169.
9. Goldberg, Margaret Bourke,White, 204-14.
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Horseplay Hill, the Darien, Connecticut home that they shared from 1938 to 1942
and that Bourke,White retained until the end of her life. They split the cost of
the house and gave it its name, perhaps in mockery of genteel Darien estates.
frequent trips and his lack of a say in them scarcely dims his con,
tentment: "You are such a funny girl that when you left you did not
say whether you would be gone a day, a week, or a year". Appar,
ently, because of her new commitment to him, being left behind did
not fill him with the despair that he had felt when they were lovers.
Yet even in the joyous Leilani letter one finds attempts to manip,
ulate Bourke,White's indePendence away from her. It must have been
disturbing to her, for example, when he wrote, "What am I to do,
take charge of you, or let you go your own way? If you thought you
could trust me with your life, I think it would be a very good thing
for us if you would let me take charge of you. But if you are not sure
you wish to trust me, then it would be better to keep on as you
have." Though expressed affectionately during a time of content,
ment, the choice he gave her-trust me and give up your freedom
or mistrust me and retain it-<lemonstrates undercurrents of the anx,
iety he felt about her independence.
The bulk of the Bourke,White/Caldwell correspondence at Syra,
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cuse was written during the six,month period from October 1939 to
March 1940, when Bourke,White covered the outbreak of World
War II in Europe for Life. During this time, Caldwell stayed behind
in Darien. The letters from this separation are particularly rich be'
cause they were written on an average of every other day and because
there are as many letters from Bourke,White as from Caldwell.
From Bourke,White's first letters aboard the S. S. Washington, it
is clear that the relationship is primarily a happy one, resting con,
tentedly on their mutual admiration and love. On 16 October 1939
she wrote: "I have the sweetest memory of you, holding up your
hands to catch those flowers. You looked so young 8.nd boyish and
tall and eager and adorable. I love you so much." The next day she
wrote a more balanced letter, devoting part to expressions of love
and part to the adventures she was havi·ng. She writes of the hurri,
cane ahead, the French, English, and Canadian officers aboard re,
turning to Europe to join in the fight against Hitler, the possibility
of being stopped by a submarine and searched. "I have the camera
loaded and ready of course. If it happens I hope the light is good."
(l0,17,39) Less obsessed than in his early letters, Caldwell also writes
about subjects other than his love for her: the garden, the kittens,
the praying mantises. (10,17,39)
During this time, both express a regard for the other's career. For
example, Bourke,White writes on 18 October that she is learning
French by reading Maurice Coindreau's introduction to one of Cald,
well's works: "But the sweetest part about it is for a wife to be study,
ing French by reading such darling things about her husband" (10,
18,39). Learning that Caldwell's books were being sold in Europe,
she wrote, "Am glad that Norway is getting the benefit of Semon
Dye's religion, and Tobacco Road running through Italy should help
a lot of Italians very much". (11,5,39) Likewise, Caldwell writes of
his eagerness to see her European work, proclaiming their artistic
solidarity: "I'm all agog waiting to hear the first story of the new
series--a story that will filter across the Atlantic, so marvelous that
it will confound all our critics and enemies. Hurry and start it in this
direction!" (10,26,39)
Besides lavishing affection on her husband, Bourke,White's letters
from Europe often create for him the exciting aura of history in the
making. In a 25 October letter, for example, she describes London
blackouts, which she had photographed over several sleepless nights:
"London in a blackout is beyond belief. Not a light visable [sic]. Taxis
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Caldwell reading galleys in their Darien home. The alphabet wallpaper was a gift
from Bourke'White.
go with faint blue lights-street lights-red and green-are masked
to show only a slit like a cross. All windows are heavily curtained in
black so lights in hotels and apt's may be lighted inside." (10,25,39)
The next day, she mentions going to the House of Commons to hear
Neville Chamberlain reply to Ribbentrop. Chamberlain had "a squeaky
little voice", and the Speaker "sits on a throne and wears a wig and
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shoes with silver buckles". (10..26..39) A few weeks later she took
Haile Selassie's, Churchill's, and the Archbishop of Canterbury's
portraits. Of Selassie she remarked, "Poor thing, he's in a hotel room
that a travelling drummer might use". (12..2..39)
The fact that they had been touring Eastern Europe together the
previous year allows their correspondence a dimension-a kind of
professional intimacy-possible only because she was writing to both
husband and colleague. She describes London, for example, as a
"dreary" wartime country, "not like Spain as we knew it". Likewise,
from the Roumanian countryside she writes a sketchy description which
she knows Caldwell will appreciate: "Very primitive, like parts of
Centro Europe we knew". Complaining of nuisances that hinder her
work, she evokes their shared experiences: "You know the kind of
thing I mean. Ev. one afraid of tiny bit of authority-stopped ev.
[minute?] while papers examined-by the time everything is straight..
ened up light is gone." (12..29..39)
Caldwell too describes career matters, although sparingly. In a 31
October letter, he mentions editing for his new publisher (Duell,
Sloan and Pearce) the American Folkways Series, a project towards
which Viking, his previous publisher, had been cool. He calls Jour..
neyman his favorite novel and notes that it was translated into Dan..
ish. He also describes the attempt of Sam Byrd, one of the actors in
the Broadway production of "Tobacco Road", to salvage a produc..
tion of "Journeyman" by raising $50,000. (10..31 ..39) Caldwell him..
self, believing that the play could become another "Tobacco Road",
contributed his savings account to the doomed production, losing it
all. 10 In one of the rare instances in which Bourke..White offered her
husband advice about his career (Caldwell was more inclined to "take
charge" of hers), she requested, "Do please leave Sam Byrd alone.
His choices may be in the right direction, but hes [sic] just not good
enuf." (2.. 19..40)
When Caldwell left his first wife Helen, he lost his best editor.
Some critics have even suggested that his divorce effectively ended
his chance to continue producing first ..rate fiction on the order of
Tobacco Road and God's Little Acre. We have already seen evidence
to suggest that he needed Bourke..White to take over Helen's role as
provider of love and comfort. There is also evidence that he hoped
10. Caldwell, Call It Experience, 175.
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Bourke,White would take over Helen's role as editor. Rather fond of
his reputation for being a quick and inspired writer, he told the New
Orleans Tribune that Bourke'White picked up manuscript pages from
the floor after he typed them, checked the spelling, and sent them
off to the publisher without his giving a final review (11,14,39; clip,
ping included in 11,16,39 letter to Bourke,White). Presumably, he
was describing their work on one or both of their collaborations, You
Have Seen Their Faces and North of the Danube.
At any rate, in November 1939 Caldwell wrote Bourke,White in
London to request that she read the galleys of Trouble in July and
suggest changes. It was his first novel since 1935, and he describes it
to her as "Your book! The first novel I've done under your spell."
(11,21,39) Two weeks later he complains that she has not offered
any comments. "It would be a much better novel with your advice.
. . . Naturally I consider you my best friend and severest critic, and
I had looked forward to your help." (12,4,39) Although there is an
undated supportive telegram from her ("Everything but trouble from
Trouble in July for my dearest"), nothing in the collection indicates
that she helped in any specific way with the editing. She may have
felt that he was justified in asking for her editorial help on their
collaborations, but perhaps she drew the line on work he did himself.
Despite the preponderately blissful tone of most of the letters from
1939,40, they are darkened occasionally by some of the elements
that had haunted the relationship from the beginning and that even,
tually ended it. There was, first of all, Caldwell's moodiness. From
the time of the Southern trip and again on their trip to Czechoslo,
vakia in 1938, Bourke,White had worried over his "unpredictable,
frozen moods" and his "unfathomable silences". When they were to'
gether in public, he embarrassed her several times by clamming up
and creating awkward silences. Bourke'White felt that his behavior
had even interfered with their work, preventing them from getting
close to the Czechs and hurting the quality of North of the Danube. 11
As a consequence, she had decided upon a psychological improve,
ment plan for him, about which she periodically inquired in her let'
ters. He was to make regular visits to a psychiatrist and practise mod,
ifying his behavior by visiting friends of hers. "Keep in practice, so
when I come back I'll find a very sociable husband", she wrote from
11. Bourke,White, Portrait of Myself, 170.
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London, 25 October 1939. This agenda for improving his sociability
was clearly of the utmost importance to her:
You must do these important things about those sides of
yourself you don't know about. You must, must must!
I love you so much. But I love the good sides of my hus,
band. (I must love the other sides too, or I could not have
put up with them so long.) But the image of my husband in
my mind is my big adorable sweetheart whose life I share,
and who shares mine.
Please, sweet, see how earnest I am about this, because
getting these things fixed, and realizing that they have to be
fixed, will make all the difference in the kind of a future life
we want to have, with Patricia, and all those things. (11,11,
39)
At times Bourke'White's agenda for his psychological and social
improvement must have irked Caldwell. Years after his relationship
with Bourke,White, he recalls that he had felt counseling sessions
were simply a fad and that he had not been serious about them. 12 In
an October 1939 letter written from Darien, he seems to be recip,
rocating with some psychologizing about her. He had heard from a
perfect stranger about an interview she had made before her depar,
ture to Europe. In that interview she said that she had forbidden
Caldwell to accompany her because she did not want to be bothered
by him. He writes, "I wish you felt differently so that our private life
would be something sacred and personal. It's awfully difficult to have
to live in fear of things like that breaking upon you unexpectedly. I
know you really don't feel that way, that it is another self that feels
it has to say those things, and I wish you would try to set the world
straight about us before it gains the wrong impression. I know you
love me, Kit-let the world know it, too." (10,26,39)
Although later she denied making any statement at all (11,6,39),
it was not the first time an account of her obduracy towards marriage
with him had reached the gossip columns. Upon their return from
Czechoslovakia in August 1938 before their marriage, badgering New
12. William Sutton, "Lover's Quarrel: A Biography of Erskine Caldwell". Unpub,
lished biography of Erskine Caldwell, Sutton Collection, Rare Book Room, Univer,
sity of Illinois Library.
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York reporters had measured the distance between their ship cabins
and questioned her about an impending marriage. Irritated, she re,
sponded, "I'm not going to marry him, no matter how many photog,
raphers and reporters want me to".13 Bourke,White valued her in,
dependence, and sometimes Caldwell felt hurt that she would not
show her affection publicly. He apparently thought that, if she felt
his unpleasant behavior was psychotic, he had a right to interpret
hers that way as well.
When Bourke,White mentions "Patricia, and all those things",
she is referring to their plans to have a girl child. The unborn Patri,
cia, to whom You Have Seen Their Faces was dedicated, became both
the embodiment of their love and a symbol over which they argued
their causes with each other. Although Bourke,White seems to have
wanted a child, she had at least one reservation-Caldwell's moods--
and she used the child as an inducement for him to obtain counsel,
ing. Both Bourke,White's and Caldwell's biographers raise the pos,
sibility that Bourke,White was actually pregnant with Caldwell's child
possibly in 1940 or in 1942 and either miscarried or, realizing that
he was not serious about counseling, obtained an abortion so as to
avoid making herself dependent on him. 14 Indeed, Caldwell's letters
to her often make plain that he was chiefly interested in her presence
at home. He knew that a child would root her there. However, there
is no mention in either Bourke,White's or Caldwell's letters of an
actual pregnancy, miscarriage, or abortion.
Although Caldwell seems to have handled Bourke'White's long
1939-40 absence in Europe well at first, the six months of separation
eventually became tiresome. Caldwell was not above using subterfuge
to induce her return to the States. Enclosing a clipping of a woman
photographer, Marion Post, who had done some photos of the South,
Caldwell wrote on 2 December 1939 that he hated to see Bourke,
White lose her status as a photographic authority on the South. He
felt that she should return and work on books like those they had
done before together-Dr perhaps a book on insects (her hobby)-
because her fame would probably rest on publications like these rather
than on transitory war journalism: ". . . books. . . are not thrown
away like the morning paper".
13. Bourke~White, Portrait of Myself, 169.
14. Goldberg, Margaret Bourke~White, 222-24; Klevar, "Erskine Caldwell, Solitary
Puritan".
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Furthermore, he argued in the same letter, it was important to
both of them and to their relationship as collaborative artists that
she do "this creative kind of work. It hurts me to see others doing
the things you by right should do. I want my wife to be the one to
produce these things of permanency." He argued that she had "that
God,given element of scientific inquiry.... Not to use it is a sac,
rilege." He added rather pontifically, "The world is going to be here
a long, long time, but a person has only a few short years in which
to contribute his talent to it". As a final appeal, he stated that she
should devote herself to these kinds of projects "for Patricia's sake-
she will expect it of you". (12,2,39)
Ultimately, one gets the impression from this letter that Caldwell
was less interested in Bourke,White's or Patricia's welfare or in the
high ideals of aesthetics than in solving the problem of his loneli,
ness. His need to settle this problem far outweighed any other con,
sideration. Putting together scientific books or collaborative books
with him or raising their child would bring Bourke,White home.
This letter of December 1939, ending with its blunt command
"Hurry!", seems a transparent attempt to regain Bourke,White's
presence in any way possible. Until he could have her at his side, he
would be in a state of unproductive unrest and unhappiness. It was
as he had written two weeks earlier, "I just have to share life with
you, otherwise I'm just a transient". (11,16,39)
Other tactics he used to induce her to return home from this long
European tour ranged from periodic announcements of various sur,
prises (one of them worth $2000) awaiting her return, to his nego,
tiating for promising assignments in America for her. He writes of
his publisher's interest in having them collaborate again on a book
about America, though he may very well have put the suggestion
into the publisher's mind. (11,3,39)
Eventually, Bourke,White herself grew tired of Europe and her
work for Life and decided to quit the magazine to become part of
PM, an experimental New York daily newspaper that used many
photographs. She wrote in February 1940, "I am bitterly dissatisfied
with how much good work never reaches the light of day with Life.
So much wasted. Even that London at night series. The trouble is
they're too rich and can afford to be wasteful of someone whos [sic]
supposed to be their ace, but the socalled ace has only so many years
to live and doesn't want to see pix taken in anyone of them buried
forever." (2,5,40)
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While Caldwell house,sat in Darien, Bourke'White was on a six,month assignment
in Europe for Life magazine. In this photograph she is with a group of Turkish men
who were trying to get a truck out of the mud.
For their personal life, the most important consequence of her quit,
ting Life was that she could cut short her assignment in Europe and
return home. It is not clear whether she was finally succumbing to
Caldwell's urgings and her own desire to return to him or whether
her decision was strictly a professional one. Caldwell did monitor the
negotiations with PM through their lawyer Julius Weiss, and he was
undoubtedly pleased that her new job would bring her home. AI,
though the pressure he had already put on her to return may have
contributed to her decision, there is also clear evidence that she
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wanted to come home and was tired of the assignment. Her letters
convey genuine pleasure as she anticipates both their next collabora,
tion together and a more domestic life: "I'm full of thoughts about
our book [Say, Is This the U.S.A. ?].... I want to help you with
many more books." (2,23,40) "I have so many ideas about how to
be a good wife to you. I want to make you very happy and do good
things for you always." (2,1,40) Was her eagerness that of an artistic
co,equal or that of a contrite wife anxious to soothe his frustration
with her for abandoning him so long? It is difficult to determine to
what extent Caldwell demanded this response and to what extent
she willingly offered it.
It creates something of a distortion to isolate disturbing elements
of their correspondence in an effort to determine the causes of their
eventual breakup. Given the frustrations of separation, it is remark,
able how good,humored and loving the letters through 1940 are.
Although they do contain intimations of trouble, far more typical of
them is playfulness and exhilaration, epitomized by Bourke,White's
note to him probably written towards the end of her European tour:
". . . the most important discovery I have made in Italy is that I
love you in it. I also love you in England France & Switzerland, and
I shall go on loving you in Bessarabia, Rumania, Jugoslavia, also
Syria, if I get there, and certainly in Bulgaria. But when I get back
to Connectica, then is the time that I'll love you and squeeze you
and kiss you till you cry out for a rest." (No date)
After she came back to Connecticut, Bourke,White worked for
PM for four months, then returned to Life, whose first assignment
was to report on the state of America. In November 1940 she and
Caldwell set out on a tour of the United States. Although Life used
none of the photography she sent in, Caldwell and she capitalized
on the trip by gathering material for the documentary Say, Is This
the U. S. A.? Their Christmas card from that year pictured them on
top of a boxcar, he with typewriter and she with camera.
In March 1941, Life sent her to Russia, and Caldwell accompanied
her. They were two of the few Western journalists on hand for the
German invasion. Caldwell used some of her pictures in Russia at
War, but they did not actually collaborate on the book. She pre'
ferred to do her own book, which may very well have been a source
of irritation to him. Whether this decision was symptomatic of a
falling out or not, Bourke'White noted a fundamental difference be'
tween them on the Russian trip. She could not understand how,
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with history happening all around them, he could sit in his Moscow
hotel room writing about his Georgia childhood (he was working on
Georgia Boy).15 She complains in her autobiography that he "barri,
caded" himself from new experiences, and that that contributed to
his decline as a writer. 16 In fact, Georgia Boy was one of his last high,
quality pieces of fiction and was successful partly because he rigor,
ously screened out present events and devoted himself to reconstruct,
ing the images of his Southern past. What to her seemed stagnation
was his creative lifeblood.
They returned to the United States in October 1941. Just over a
year later, they were divorced. Many of the reasons for the failure of
their marriage had been inherent in the relationship from the begin,
ning. Goldberg argues that they were engaged in a "struggle for dom,
inance" throughout their time together. 17 Caldwell was attracted to
her because she was independent, and yet he divorced her because
he could not make her dependent. A more concrete cause of the
separation was a home in Arizona which they had found when work,
ing on Say, Is This the U. S. A? and into which, before the war broke
out, they had planned to settle. Despite the war, Caldwell still had
a desire to settle in it and raise a family. Bourke,White did not. He
secured a four,figure,a,week salary in Hollywood for each of them so
that they could be in the proximity of the new house, but she refused
what she called "another set of golden chains".18 Eventually, she
returned to Europe to cover the war.
The Syracuse collection contains little correspondence between them
during the period of their break,up, and all of it is from Caldwell's
side. His notes to her are both plaintive and impatient. In July 1942
he telegraphed her on the East Coast, where she was involved with
speaking engagements and her work with Life: "Whats use hanging
around there? Why dont you come out three four days and make life
amount to something. Five thousand month job waiting for you but
cant hold it w/o your setting time. Wish you would be definite about
many things. Among them no provision for little Kit. That hurts
more than you will ever know." (7,20,42) The Arizona house was
15. Goldberg, Margaret Bourke,White, 239.
16. Bourke,White, Portrait of Myself, 196.
17. Goldberg, Margaret Bourke,White, 251.
18. Bourke,White, Portrait of Myself, 197.
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th4
but with sq whie nose spots inqplqce of tri s78 toes
mHRGRRfT BOURKE-lUHITE
it opened up a human w.
i had not known exhisted
pd much att to
Dear Skinnya
I cannot let '59 roll to a close without
letting you know how..... much it meant to me to
hear from you .hen the story of my malady came out.
One rewarding aspect of my otherwise boring ailment
was the unexpected way it tightened human bonds
in many directions~
haye been hearing fom friends,
and people wh2Fhave meant something in ones life
The experience went very deep with me.
some how, in human
In vasy i find it difficult to put into
words the experience went very deep with me, and i would not shear
(dismiss) it out of my life even if i hqd the power t~do so.
Today happens to be th
and i am still making
I suppose i am happiest from finding i acould
still keep the helm of my own ship, source of inner
strength
In the course of all the therapy,
i dev some surprisinf accomplishments,
back shoulder rolls and walking on all fours
Do you have coon catsq' I have
wonderful ones just now -they look much
like Fluffy except that in place of her
itriangular white spota ehira are square
as dice. and are incraedibly gallant
and brave & insist on accomapnying me
on my long wLks. Even at nite they
do not panic in the face of
oncoming cars but stand
quietly behind ne touchin q
a tail to my alegs so i will
know they are there.
After twenty years, Caldwell congratulated Bourke~White on a transitory recovery
from Parkinson's disease. Her response, apparently never sent, shows not only the
debilitating effect of the disease, but also her irrepressible and enthusiastic spirit.
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apparently not the only set of golden chains by which Caldwell hoped
to keep her nearby. Bourke~White must have realized that a "little
Kit", like housekeeping in Arizona, would have prevented her from
covering the biggest story of the century: Worid War II.
By the time Caldwell sent this telegram, she had already applied
to return to Europe as a war correspondent. October 1942 finds him
again writing as house~sitter from Darien, but this time with a weari~
ness not present in his letters from 1939 and 1940: "I seem to do
better books when you are here, so I guess if you want me to do a
good one, you should come home". (l0~9~42) The tone is less per~
suasive than tired.
Ironically, the divorce was handled long distance just as the mar~
riage often was. From Arizona, Caldwell telegraphed her at the
American Embassy in London, 10 November 1942, to announce:
"Have reached most difficult decision of lifetime. Decided that part~
nership must dissolve immediately since present and future contain
no promise of ultimate manifest. No single factor or combination
could rectify untenable situation. Believe me when I say I am truly
sorry and unconsolable. Please notify Weiss steps you wish taken."
Given his disappointment over her lack of interest in "a little Kit"
just four months before, the phrase "ultimate manifest" may very
well refer to the child Bourke~White chose not to bear. Whether or
not she had been pregnant (as Klevar and Goldberg suggest she was)
and however that possible pregnancy may have ended, the lack of
children, or more precisely, the lack of an inclination in Bourke~
White to settle into a maternal role, apparently played an important
part in the divorce.
Bourke~White's answer raised the suspicion of an affair: "Explain
reasons more fully and please tell me honestly if anyone else in~
volved". Caldwell replied, "I have waited four years for something
better than this and the present and future have become dismal ap~
paritions. Such is loneliness." Bourke~White felt that his response
was evasive. Her last communication with him until some twenty
years later was: "Such is loneliness and such is poetry but such is not
answer to direct question. Therefore can draw only one conclusion
and sorry you could not tell me openly." Her letter to Julius Weiss,
however, does not raise the matter of infidelity at all. The issues put
there are Caldwell's moods and Bourke~White's feeling of relief at
not having to worry about them any longer.
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Caldwell had met someone else. He had learned from his break,up
with Helen how lonely being in unmarried limbo could be, and one
suspects that he would not have given up Bourke,White without a
replacement in mind. Indeed, in October he had met a twenty'year,
old senior at the University of Arizona, June Johnson. They married
on 22 December 1942, a month after Caldwell informed Margaret of
his wish to divorce. At the time, ironically, Margaret was floating in
the Mediterranean Sea, her ship having been torpedoed by a Ger,
man U,boat. She was rescued on 23 December when Caldwell was
on his honeymoon.
The break,up was abrupt, so abrupt that Caldwell left behind in
the Darien house many of the papers that Bourke,White later depos,
ited at Syracuse. But despite the inevitable ill will, there is a moving
postscript to the relationship. In June 1959, Caldwell sent Bourke,
White respectful congratulations for having successfully survived a
dangerous new operation for Parkinson's disease. He congratulated
her on her "fortitude and recovery", then went on to say that he
had followed the news of her "travail from time to time, and I am
glad it is now all in the past". (6,30,59) Her typed response is illus,
trative of the physical devastation of the disease and gives proof of
her indomitable spirit. Her letter, which so effortlessly resumes their
relationship with its references to their cat Fluffy of twenty years
before and its "Dear Skinny" greeting, is full of the Bourke,White
zest for living to which Caldwell had once found himself attracted.
On the letter in her cramped script is written "For EC" and below it
"Not sent". It is not clear whether the typing caused her not to send
the letter, whether she simply forgot to revise it, or whether she
found it psychologically more difficult to resume their correspon,
dence than she had anticipated. At any rate, the letter succeeds in
recapturing the same eager, joyous desire to share living with another
sensitive soul.
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Ted Key, Creator of "Hazel"
BY GEORGE L. BEISWINGER
Despite the immense popularity of cartoon art, creators of the genre
are seldom as honored as are, say, other artists, or writers of screen
plays and short stories. Yet the skills of cartoonists are diverse and
wide,ranging. It is up to them to invent not only the scenario, but
also to develop the characters, provide dialogue, handle the settings
and scenery-all in such a way that the impact on the viewer will
be immediate and real. And that is not all, for the cartoonist is often
in the position of having to invent freshly on a rigid, sometimes
daily, schedule.
Thanks to the efforts of a number of recently established cartoon
museums and several nationally recognized academic repositories,1 it
seems that cartoonists will begin at last to have their work studied
appreciatively and in a serious manner. One such repository is the
George Arents Research Library at Syracuse University. There, one
of the most valued cartoon collections was contributed by Ted Key, 2
the creator of "Hazel", a cartoon panel about a free,spirited, free'
wheeling, indomitable domestic who resides in, and often presides
over, the fictional household of the Baxter family. "Hazel" is the
oldest syndicated panel in the nation still being produced by its orig,
inator on a daily basis. This forty,five,year,old feature-also the basis
for a long,running, prime'time television show {still in syndica,
tion}-is currently distributed by King Features Syndicate and ap'
pears six times weekly in some one hundred newspapers.
1. Among these are the Cartoon Museum, Orlando, Fla.; the Museum of Cartoon
Art, Rye Brook, N.Y.; and the Cartoon Art Museum, San Francisco, Calif. Cartoon
art is also collected by the Smithsonian Institution and the George Arents Research
Library at Syracuse University.
2. The Ted Key Collection has been arranged in five sections. The first foUf,
amounting to six linear feet, are: early correspondence, miscellaneous cartoons, writings
(including book manuscripts), and biographical data. The fifth and possibly the most
interesting section contains seventeen linear feet of cartoons from the Saturday Eve,
ning Post era.
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"Hazel" was created in 1943 and thereafter appeared randomly for
two years in the pages of the old Curtis,published Saturday Evening
Post. Then, beginning in 1945 and continuing for twenty,four years,
it was featured weekly in the center of the next,to,last page of the
magazine, where it was considered so important that it was listed in
the table of contents. With the demise of the Post in 1969, Key
joined the King Features Syndicate.
During his career Ted Key has drawn many other cartoons; he is,
in fact, one of the most,published cartoon artists in the United States.
Also an author, he has produced a dozen Hazel books, as well as
several non,Hazel ones, and written a number of successful movie
scripts.
There are many kinds of cartoons, just as there are many kinds of
theater. For example, there is the "joke a day" genre, which might
include strips like "Beetle Bailey"; and action adventure strips, such
as the immensely popular "Steve Canyon", created by the late Mil,
ton Caniff. Then, there are those where knowledge of the personal,
© 1948 Ted Key. All world rights reserved.
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ity, habits, and lifestyle of the central character (or characters) is
essential to a full understanding and appreciation of the actions being
presented, simply because what they are colors everything that they
do. "Hazel" falls into the last category. Hazel's qualities, which are
by now legendary, have endeared her to generations of readers.
Many "Hazel" followers love her because she possesses a basic sense
of honesty; they agree with her dislike of sham and pretense, and
her disdain of these characteristics in others. With a word, a glance
or gesture, Hazel cuts through pompous facades like a hot knife through
butter. On the positive side she is eager to assist; but her socially,
immune eye tends to fix on matters of disconcertingly basic impor,
tance. Seeing her employer's bridge foursome annoyed by a fly on
the ceiling, she swats it. Why not? More than that, she has been
known to tum the interest of Baxter guests to the more engaging
game of poker.
Readers are attracted to Hazel because she expresses the child in
everyone. Finding a four,leaf clover catapults her into ecstasy; young
"I wouldn't." © 1953 Ted Key. All world rights reserved.
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Baxter fort,and,tree,house pursuits, backyard football games, the ap'
pearance of the Good Humor man are equally rousing. She has been
found on top of a jungle gym or involved in a snowball fight when
important guests arrive. At the doctor's, with one of her young charges,
she too seeks reward from the lollipop bucket.
There are times when all of us would like to see brought down to
size someone who flaunts authority. Hazel does this for us, to our
great satisfaction. She is master of the perfect rejoinder. Her dry,
pithy comments let everyone know just what she thinks of them, but
she always stops short of the sarcasm that wounds, the kind em,
ployed by Florence, the maid in the popular television sit,com, "The
Jeffersons". Hazel is frequently irreverent, but not disrespectful.
Hazel goes where others fear to tread. As a member of a jury, she
demands to shocked reaction that the prosecutor speak louder. She
speaks out on issues discussed within her presence. Her principles are
her right; they are strong ones, and she will articulate them regard,
less of company, convenience, or propriety.
"What's new?" © 1948 Ted Key. All world rights reserved.
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Finally, Hazel is everyone's mother. Along with the hand,on,hip
attitude of exasperation comes an embracing capacity for love,
gentleness, empathy, and compassion-symbolically suggested by the
line of her copious bosom. She is the protector of children and ani,
mals. She responds to the call of distress in timely manner and ap'
plies a gentle touch, for wounded spirits are as important as scraped
knees. Hazel believes in the sanctity of children's dreams. It is their
right to grow up in a wholesome, decent household where good food
is on the table and 'old,fashioned' moral standards obtain. When
Mr. Baxter's language reflects too explicitly his frustration at a flat
tire, Hazel can be counted on to get the neighborhood children out
of hearing range.
A few years ago, an insurance company approached Ted Key and
proposed a special "Hazel Policy", which would provide financial
protection for minors in the event of a parent's death. While the
concept seemed all right, somehow Key couldn't picture his charac,
ter in an actuarial role, and the idea was never realized.
"Louder! More expression! 'HARK!'" © 1947 Ted Key. All world rights reserved.
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The panel's principal characters, besides Hazel, are her previously
mentioned employers, Mr. and Mrs. George Baxter, their son, Har,
old, and an adopted daughter, Katie. Rounding out the cast are a
somewhat corpulent feline called Two Ton, another named Mostly
(mostly Siamese), a slobbering, over,affectionate, fat canine named
Smiley, and an unhousebroken newcomer mutt, Schnoozel.
Continuity is provided by Hazel's responses to everyday happen,
ings in the Baxter household. As Ted Key says, "Sometimes only a
few words are necessary to convey a somewhat complex facet of hu,
man nature". Thus, in one of the "Hazel" panels, her employer, Mr.
Baxter, directs her with a gesture to take a piece of furniture to the
attic. The caption says simply (Hazel talking): "Put it in the attic,
he says! And do WHAT with the National Geographies?" This sharp,
short, exasperated question speaks worlds about Baxter background,
habits, and inclinations.
The most remarkable characteristic of the cartoon "Hazel" is its
quality of being both timely and timeless. Since the panel is so rooted
in the fundamental matters that every generation must deal with
"Put it in the attic, he says! And do WHAT with the National Geographies?"
© 1948 Ted Key. All world rights reserved.
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anew, a panel from 1947, 1957, or 1967 is often as telling and as
amusing today as it was when it first appeared.
Key lives and works in what many writers and artists would con,
sider an ideal environment for fostering creativity-an old stone house
at the edge of historic Valley Forge National Park near Philadelphia.
"It's nice," he feels, "but such bucolic surroundings can detract.
Creativity comes from forcing yourself to sit down at a regular time
each day and stare at a blank sheet of paper until the ideas start
coming, no matter where you are. I never clip and file the ideas of
other cartoonists. I try to be original. I spend at least one day each
week just thinking of ideas and doing 'roughs'. I then select six of
the 'roughs' for finishing for the daily panel-working about four
months ahead."
Key graduated in 1933 from the University of California at Berke,
ley, where he was the editorial cartoonist and art editor of the Daily
Californian and associate editor of the campus humor magazine, The
Pelican. He lost his first job after graduation at the end of one week
when his employer, Disney Studios, decided that his style was too
bold for animation. Key then decided to write a screen play. He tells
the story: "At the time, cartoonist Gene Ahearn was drawing a panel
which featured a rotund, opinionated, somewhat bombastic charac,
ter called Major Hoople. It occurred to me that Hoople would make
a wonderful vehicle for a movie starring W. C. Fields. Fields was in
box,office decline at the time and had been paired with a baby, called
Baby Leroy, for his screen roles. I approached Ahearn with the idea
and he gave me the go,ahead. I completed the script and Paramount
Studios made a liberal offer for the property. However, the deal col,
lapsed when my agent demanded that Paramount double the offer."
Broke, Key decided to seek adventure on the high seas by signing
up as a deckhand on a ship bound for China. But more disappoint,
ment loomed. Just prior to departure, the shipping company's re,
quired physical examination revealed that he had a double hernia.
"Not only was lout of work, I was also faced with a major opera,
tion", Key says. "But I had always believed in the sweet uses of
adversity. I came up with the idea of sketching my own operation. I
thought it would be an excellent gimmick to attract the media and,
perhaps, a prospective employer. The surgeons gave me a local an,
esthetic and, by means of the mirrors over the operating table, I
recorded the whole procedure with pen and pad. Back in my room,
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I notified the major newspapers and the Associated Press. I got ex~
cellent coverage, but no job offers.
"I decided it was time to try my luck in New York. What could I
lose? With a hundred dollars borrowed from my sister, I boarded a
Greyhound bus and headed east. After checking in at the YMCA, I
began drawing 'roughs' and making the rounds of the big magazines.
If I didn't sell, I didn't know what I was going to do. Perhaps it was
beginner's luck, but I sold cartoons to three magazines during the
first week. But to help assure that I would receive a guaranteed min~
imum for my work, I joined the fledgling Cartoonists Guild of Amer~
ica. Almost immediately, I found myself in a picket line in front of
the office of a recalcitrant publisher, along with some of the most
distinguished cartoonists of the day. We were promptly arrested and
trundled off to jail, where we were charged with disorderly conduct.
A search revealed that we were carrying forty~five drawing pencils,
which the police seized and characterized as 'dangerous weapons'.
"Deduct one and one half per cent from WHOSE wages?" © 1951 Ted Key.
All world rights reserved.
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"I assume you'd like to live out a nonnallife." © 1988 Ted Key.
All world rights reserved.
"I'll never forget our picket signs. Each cartoonist had illustrated
our demands with a drawing. On mine was a Simon Legree'type
character who was turning his poor, unmarried daughter and her baby
out into a howling blizzard. Underneath in bold letters was the word,
UNFAIR.
"After being booked, we were placed with an array of thieves and
prostitutes in a holding cell, where we remained all day. The big
surprise came during the night,court hearing when the clerk an'
nounced: 'The State of New York v. Ted Key and 17 others'. I was
totally unknown; the others were already name artists. I was the
greenhorn and the others had made me the fall guy. But the charges
were quickly dropped by a sympathetic judge. The publisher, as well
as a number of other major buyers of cartoon art, agreed to the Guild's
demands. We were only asking for fifteen dollars per cartoon. Prior
to that time, we were only being paid five."
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At a subsequent Guild benefit, Key met Anne Wilkinson, a car,
toonists' agent and sister of famed cartoonist Fritz Wilkinson, who
had been a fellow demonstrator in the ill,fated picket line. Ted and
Anne were later married. It was a long and successful union, to which
three sons were born. Their oldest son, Steve, is a partner in a large
financial services organization, son Dave works in advertising, and
youngest son Peter is a feature writer for the Atlantic City Sunday
Press. Anne died in 1984. Ted remarried in late 1987. His second
wife, Bonnie, is the widow of an old friend from his youth.
Key is as enthusiastic a writer as he is an artist. His motion picture
credits include Million Dollar Duck, produced by Walt Disney Pro,
ductions and starring Dean Jones and Sandy Duncan; Gus, also pro,
duced by Disney and starring Ed Asner, Tom Bosley, Don Knotts,
and Tim Conway; and the Disney,produced The Cat from Outer Space
with Sandy Duncan, Ken Barry, Harry Morgan, and Roddy Mc,
Dowall. While achieving a significant measure of success as a writer
with the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency in New York prior
to World War II, Key continued to sell cartoons to major publica,
tions. Although the concept for a panel featuring a household do,
mestic came in a flash of insight ("I was awakened in the middle of
the night with this idea for a somewhat incompetent maid"), evolu,
tion of the character took some time. The resulting Hazel is anything
but incompetent.
Key continued to produce "Hazel" for the Post after he entered the
U. S. Army Signal Corps in 1943. "I was stationed at Camp Crow,
der', in southwest Missouri", he says. "I would perform my army du,
ties all week, then on Sunday I would hole up in a hotel room in
the nearby town of Joplin and produce five 'roughs', as well as the
finished art for the next issue."
In late 1943, shortly after the Saturday Evening Post had lost a
popular panel, "Little Lulu", to a corporate advertising campaign,
the magazine demanded that all of its regular cartoonists sign exclu,
sive contracts, giving the magazine complete rights to their works
and prohibiting product endorsements by the cartoon characters. AI,
though reluctant to do so, Key signed and thus found himself bound
to a long,term, highly restrictive agreement.
Key's contract did give him book and movie (though not tele,
vision) rights, but restricted him from becoming involved in any type
of product endorsement. In 1946 Mary Pickford wanted to produce
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Ted Key at the drawing board (Photo: H. Earle Shull, Jr.).
a "Hazel" movie, but a financial agreement could not be reached.
Actress Thelma Ritter wanted to play Hazel in a television series, of
which Marilyn Monroe would have been the executive producer, but
the Post would not permit it.
Much later, when the Post began having financial troubles, it re~
versed its position and permitted, on a profit~sharing basis, the ad~
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aptation of Key's character for a prime'time television series spon,
sored at first by the Ford Motor Company and, later, by other major
corporations. Hazel, starring Broadway actress Shirley Booth in the
title role, ran for more than five years during the 1960s; the tele,
vision series based on that play appeared on NBC for four years, then
moved to CBS.
Shortly after his discharge from the army, Key was offered the
opportunity to rejoin J. Walter Thompson in New York as a writer.
Instead, he opted to remain a cartoonist and to work at home, where
he could watch his children grow up. "That's the most marvelous
thing in the world to be able to do", says Key. "How many men
have that? Practically none." Many artists feel that they cannot work
effectively at home. Wasn't it especially difficult when the children
were small? "Not at all", says Key. "I love children. When my kids
came up to my studio, I would just put them on my lap and keep on
drawing. Sometimes, their antics would give me ideas." For more
than a decade, Key also produced a two'page feature cartoon called
"Diz and Liz" for Jack and Jill.
After nearly a half,century of cartooning and writing, Key feels
that he is doing his best work now. He is often asked why he doesn't
do a "Hazel" panel or strip for Sunday papers. "Hazel has been very
good to me," says Key, "but I don't want to become wholly involved
with one feature. I love to write, too, and draw other cartoons. I
like to write books, movies, stories, almost anything. At present, I
am working on a musical comedy about Hazel. If I did a Sunday
panel or strip, I wouldn't have time for other things. Life is stimu,
lating and fun and there are so many things that I like to do, so
many areas I want yet to explore. That's why I don't want to identify
solely with Hazel."
Identify or not, this agile, ever,curious, and always optimistic cre,
ative artist shares many of the upbeat characteristics of his most fa'
mous character.
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Five Renaissance Chronicles in
Leopold von Ranke's Library
BY RAYMOND PAUL SCHRODT
A chronicle is essentially a "book of time", a narration of histori,
cal events. 1 Although a chronicle usually focuses on a particular city
or province or dynasty, many as far back as the early Middle Ages
are universal in scope in their attempt to account for the origins and
future of the earth and of man. The local narrative is thus embedded
in a context of world history.
Chronicles such as those of Eusebius of Caesurea (263-339?) and
Orosius (385-420) were known in Christian antiquity, but it seems--
inasmuch as one nineteenth,century bibliographer mentions nearly
two thousand such manuscripts or parts thereof still extant-that in
the Middle Ages they actually became somewhat popular. 2 Many of
these were rhymed, such as that of Rudolf von Ems, which details
Old Testament history.
Today, chronicles from the Middle Ages are most easily accessible
through published reprints such as the "monumental" thirty,two folio,
size volumes of the Monumenta Gemumiae Historica,3 or Karl Hegel's
Die Chroniken der Deutschen Stiidte. 4 Yet literally thousands still exist
in manuscript only, and await the efforts of ambitious researchers.
Apart from the work of bibliographers, the actual historical scholar,
ship on chronicles from the Middle Ages or the Renaissance is mea'
ger, a fact bemoaned by the German historian Leopold von Ranke
as early as 1824-and very little has changed since then. 5
1. Karl Laffler, "Chronik", in Lexikon des Gesamten Buchwesens (Leipzig: Karl W.
Hiersemann, 1935), 1:349.
2. Karl Laffler, ibidem, quoting August Potthast, Bibliotheca Historica Medii Aevi:
Wegweiser durch die Geschichtswerke des europiiischen Mittelalters von 375-1500 (Ber~
lin: Hugo, Kastner, 1862).
3. Monumenta Germaniae Historica Inde Ab Anno Christi Quingentesimo Usque Ad
Annum Millesimum Et Quingentesimum (Berolini: Apud Weidmannos, 1877-1919).
4. Die Chroniken der Deutschen Stiidte vom 14. bis ins 16. Jahrhundert, 27 vols.
(Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1862-99).
5. One such bibliographical enumeration is the earlier work of Marquard Freher
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Frank L. Borchardt in German Antiquity in Renaissance Myth main,
tains that this neglect is in large part due to the modem outlook and
habit of thought. We have a penchant for precision and are at sea
when compelled to deal with the "truth" in terms of cultural symbols
and legends. "The rising historical science of the nineteenth century
made these sources available but was itself the root of many historio,
graphic problems. One of the most unfortunate and relentless trends
in medieval and Renaissance historiography has been, until most re,
cently, the application of nineteenth, and twentieth,century stan,
dards of historical accuracy, attempted objectivity, and indepen,
dence of tradition to works and authors for whom these standards
were virtually meaningless." 6
Ironically, this modem approach has been powerfully shaped by
the critical stand of Ranke and his followers, who maintained that
facts should be solidly established through trustworthy sources, and
that if they could not be so established, they lacked value. So axiom,
atic has this attitude become that for the most part the modem his,
toriographer assumes there to be no other possibility. But since the
authors and compilers of chronologies in Renaissance Germany were
ante,Ranke, their intellectual labors are better appreciated against
the background of their ideological and moral beliefs and should not
be measured against later standards of critical history. In fact, study
reveals that the early Renaissance chroniclers were still heavily de'
pendent for their principal sources of knowledge on the manuscript
chronicles of the Middle Ages.
HISTORICAL WRITING IN THE MIDDLE AGES
History, as we know it today, had no place amongst the flourishing
seven liberal arts of the medieval educational curriculum. 7 To a large
and Joh. David Koeler, last edited by Geo. Chr. Hamberger, Directorium Historic,
arum Medii Potissimum Aevi (Gottingae: Sumptibus Viduae Abr. Vandenhoeck, 1772).
6. Frank L. Borchardt, Gennan Antiquity in Renaissance Myth (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Univ. Press, 1971), 2.
7. Cf. Herbert Grundmann, Geschichtsschreibung im Mittelalter: Gattungen-Ep,
ochen-Eigenart, (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), 5-6 and 72-75;
and, "Die Grundztige der Mittelalterlichen Geschichtsanschauungen, in Walther
Lammers, ed., Geschichtsdenken und Geschichtsbild im Mittelalter, (Darmstadt: Wis,
senschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1965), 418-29.
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extent the lore of the past was preserved in school~text exercises for
use in the study and practice of rhetoric. Similarly, events in the
Bible were normally accepted literally by the general public and were
used by the scholastics to establish the "spiritual" interpretation of
the text itself. So Saint Jerome in one of his letters says: "The truth
of history is fundamental to the spiritual understanding [of the sacred
text]". 8
The ancient histories of Tacitus, Caesar, and Livy were looked
upon in the Middle Ages as a sort of unused part of memory. Their
apparent objectivity was admired, but not held up as a goal to be
pursued for its own sake. The Bible had forced on the medieval con~
sciousness its own framework of time and creation, conceived teleo~
logically in Judaeo~Christian terms. No longer was human temporal
experience imagined as being cyclical and futile, but instead, as pro~
gressing according to God's purpose. As the pages of time turned, so
human existence and all worldly material things approached dissolu~
tion.
Thus, the focus of what historical thinking there was in the Mid~
dIe Ages is circumscribed by the creation and the end of all things,
as popularly imagined in the apocalyptic imagery of both the Jewish
Holy Writings and the Christian New Testament. This perspective
centered then on the present, and past events were relevant only in~
sofar as they contributed to the understanding of the present. 9
Within this wider framework of the creation and the end of the
world, historical thinking in the Middle Ages and early Renaissance
was dominated by the notion of the sex aetates, or the six ages of
man. Generally, this periodization of history is attributed to Augus~
tine. In several of his works but especially in the City of God he
conceives the epochs of human history as analogous to the six days
of creation as described in Genesis. According to this allegorization,
mankind has been living since the birth of Christ in the sixth and
penultimate age. The final period will be that of the seventh day,
which will terminate history. At that time mankind will be reunited
with God. This division of time into periods formed the historical
consciousness of those writing chronicles in the Middle Ages, and
8. Letter number 129.
9. Cf. Johannes Sporl, "Das Mittelalterliche Geschichtsdenken als Forschungsauf~
gabe", in Walther Lammers, op. cit., 13.
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eventually also became a basis for what is aptly described as the myth
of the Holy Roman Empire. 10
As an alternate to the six ages, some chroniclers follow the plan
of the four historical empires described by the prophet Daniel: the
Babylonian, Persian, Greek, and Roman-the last of which was con,
temporaneous and would endure until the end of time. However,
this last empire, the Roman, was radically changed by its transfor,
mation into what has been called, since the time of Frederick Bar,
barossa, the Holy Roman Empire. It was assumed by nearly all the
chroniclers that if and when this empire should end, the world itself
would be on the brink of destruction, and human history at its tern,
poral end.
Whichever framework was followed, both the medieval and early
Renaissance chroniclers saw the Holy Roman Empire as the divinely
intended successor to the classical Roman empire and as a force that
would endure until the dissolution of the material world. It is no
wonder then that many of the early chronicles of the Middle Ages
were dynastic in interest, or that they placed their own local history
in this overarching context. Schematic thinking of this sort is appar,
ent in the Renaissance chronicles to be found in the Syracuse Uni,
versity Library.
EARLIER RENAISSANCE EXAMPLES
With the advent of the printer's art in the middle of the fifteenth
century it was natural that some of the first imprints should also be
chronicles. These were usually compiled from manuscripts at hand,
normally with additions bringing the narration down to the time of
the compiler. However, they demonstrated a shifted perspective, the
knowledge of a wider world being opened up and charted by the
great navigators. Addressing a wider audience through the medium
of the printed text, they typically employed the vernacular, Latin
being by then more the exception than the rule.
The best known of such universal histories in English is the Poly,
cronicon, printed in 1492 at Westminster by William Caxton, a man
of noted business acumen and a devotee of medieval themes. This
book is the compilation of several medieval chronicles by the monk
10. Cf. Borchardt, op. cit., passim.
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Roger of the Monastery of St. Werberg in Chester, who flourished
about 1300. Some years later, Ralph (or Ranulf) Higden, a monk of
the same monastery, amplified Roger's work and gave it the title
Polychronicon. 11 Caxton used the work in its English translation by
Trevisa, which dates from about 1387. As editor, Caxton was obliged
to update the English of Trevisa, and as usual he wrote an introduc,
tion. His final touch was one that became characteristic of many
editors as they prepared the older manuscript chronicles for the new
wonder of the printing press--he added to Roger's work a chapter,
"Liber Ultimus", which extended the medieval history down to his
own day.
The George Arents Research Library is privileged to hold among
its incunabula two of the best examples of early printed chronicles.
The first of these is the famous Nuremberg Chronicle, or Liber Croni,
carum, of Hartmann Schedel in the Latin edition of 1493. Schedel's
work was also published in the same year in a German edition: Buch
der Cronicken und gedechtnis wirdigem geschichten von anbegyn
der werlt bis auf diese unsere zeit. As the German title indicates, the
work is much less an account of Nuremberg than a history of the
world. Schedel was a physician and humanist of late,fifteenth,cen,
tury Nuremberg, who counted among his acquaintances other hu,
manists of his time. His association with the press of Anton Koberger
at Nuremberg was to produce a chronicle remarkable not only for its
readableness and attractiveness, but also for its considerable success
as a business venture. 12 This prototype of successful chronicle pub,
lishing went through several editions, and possibly as many as three
thousand copies were printed. To our knowledge it is the only fif,
teenth,century chronicle that has been photographically reproduced
in folio size for twentieth,century reading. 13
Schedel's Liber Cronicarum with its several thousand woodcuts is
indeed a thing of beauty that has delighted studious readers for five
11. Vide a leafbook edition of the Polycronicon published by the Book Club of
California, An Original Leaf from the Polycronicon Printed by William Caxton at West'
minster in the Year 1482. The Life and Works of WiUiam Caxton . .. by Benjamin P.
Kurtz . .. (San Francisco, 1938), 25.
12. Vide Adrian Wilson, The Making of the Nuremberg Chronicle (Amsterdam: Nico
Israel, 1976).
13. The Nuremberg Chronicle: A Facsimile of Hartmann Schedel's Buch der Chroniken
(New York: Landmark Press, 1979).
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A woodcut of the City of Cologne, from Johann Koelhoff's chronicle. The
cathedral towers were completed finally in the nineteenth century.
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hundred years. True to his humanist outlook, Schedel gave place in
his history to the learned figures of the past as well as to the deeds
of men of power.
The second fifteenth~century chronicle at Syracuse is the Cranica
van der Hilliger Stat va Caelle, referred to frequently as the Cologne
Chronicle. It was compiled by Johann Koelhoff, an otherwise un~
known citizen of Cologne, about his beloved city and was published
there in 1499. Koelhoffs narrative begins with the creation of the
world and mentions a few incidents from antiquity as well as certain
figures from ancient Greece and Rome, who are imagined as the
forebears of Europeans. For the myth of the Holy Roman Empire
required that Europe, through the German emperors, be the direct
heir of both the classical tradition and the imperium.
For the most part Koelhoff's work is little more than a compilation
of other source materials available to him, and is, until he comes to
the history of Cologne itself, without much evidence of intelligent
editing or reworking of sources. 14 Only in the period from 1446 to
about 1499, corresponding to his own lifetime, does the chronicle
assume some independence of expression. The author makes no claims
of being on a par with his humanist contemporaries. His language is
that of the common folk of Cologne, quaint to the modem ear and
difficult to read. At times he even favors causes that are inimical to
the power of the bishop. The woodcuts in this rare chronicle are
notable for the many illustrations of coats of arms, most of which
have been meticulously painted by hand.
CHRONICLES IN LEOPOLD VON RANKE'S LIBRARY
It is a truism that the sixteenth century was a time of expanding
horizons. Favorite themes from antiquity as well as accounts of ex~
plorations into unknown regions of the globe provided the European
humanist tradition new perspectives for changing and widening ac~
cepted views of the world and of man's place within it. In addition,
the recension of ancient and medieval manuscripts, which were being
collected avidly, added a certain critical aspect to the editing of sources.
By then, selected narratives could be printed and easily multiplied;
14. Cf. Karl Hegel, Die Chroniken der niederrheinischen Stiidte. Coln . .. (Leipzig:
S. Hirzel, 1875), 1:81-82.
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response from an enlarged audience called for greater attention to
exactitude.
One characteristic result of these stretched horizons was that global
geography began to find a place in the writing of history. At that
point the genre of chronicle writing, already well established from
the Middle Ages, transcended the boundaries of a local focus in uni~
versal history to incorporate broader elements of geography. In some
instances this fact is reflected in the title, where 'chronicle' is dropped
in favor of 'cosmography' .15 From the middle of the sixteenth cen~
tury, one can document a flourishing of such works--most notably
from Germany, but also from France.. the Lowlands, and Spain.
The literal~minded historian of today is apt to look askance at
such cosmographies, chronologies, or chronicles. Although they often
provide details of events close to the writer's time and the diplomatic
and political developments of his region, the twentieth~century reader
tends to distrust the sychophantic tone, which in a single narrative
can proceed from the very story of creation, through ancient and
medieval history, directly into the genealogy and political history of
the current magnificent monarch, happily reigning. The etiquette of
our age is certainly not that of the sixteenth century. We must con~
clude, therefore, that the genre of writing that we study here has
something of the character of a curiosity. Nevertheless, it provides a
step towards a more balanced view of world history, one which, un~
der the influence of Ranke, is now much more concerned with ob~
jectivity and with the non~partisancharacter of sources.
The volumes themselves are fascinating. Several are beautiful ex~
amples of Renaissance bookbinding, and nearly all have woodcuts
imaginatively depicting people and events from the past. One has
watercolors added to impressions made from woodcuts. Others seem
to have responded to the need for an easy~to~read picture book of
local and world history, and were useful as well, as reference works.
The illustrations and maps are, it is true, often dependent on fancy,
yet in their own way, they are thought~provoking and delightful to
behold. One can easily imagine that such chronicles were the Na~
15. Cf. Samuel Y. Edgerton, Jr., "From Mental Matrix to Mappamundi to Chris,
tian Empire: The Heritage of Ptolemaic Cartography in the Renaissance", in David
Woodward, ed., Art and Cartography: Six Historical Essays (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1987), 10-50.
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tional Geographies of the time, in all likelihood treasured as much as
the family Bible.
In any case, the five Renaissance chronicles described in the fol,
lowing pages are wonderful examples of the book arts of the period
following that of incunabula. Although all show signs of wear from
use during the four hundred years of their existence, all five are im,
portant witnesses to a significant stage in the history of printing and
of the book itself. They document the mind of Renaissance man as
he rewrites history in an age of invention and exploration.
Johannes Stumpf. Gemeiner loblieher Eydgnosehafft Stetten, Landen und
volckeren Chroniek wirdiger Thaaten Besehreybung. Ziirich: Christof,
fel Froschouer, 1548.
This chronicle is dedicated to the "noble, strong, best, perspica,
cious, pious, wise, worthy and beloved gentlemen mayors" of the
several cantons in Switzerland that together form what the author
calls a "loblicher Eydgnoschafft", that is, the "praiseworthy confed,
eration" constituting the Swiss union. This folio volume of 42 cen,
timeters in height is bound with leather on boards and has been
elaborately decorated in the "Deutsche Renaissance" style. The or,
namentation includes numerous geometric patterns, stamped faces of
sovereigns, and a series of religious stampings portraying original sin,
the crucifixion, and the resurrection. The small crucifixion bears the
earlier date 1534; it must have been made for an earlier imprint. The
metal clasps of the volume are lacking.
The dedication reveals a clearly delineated theological purpose:
Among all stories historical books of old tales are for men
dear, encouraging, and fruitful for the reading (my dear
gentlemen), not necessarily because they represent to us all
types of sketches of lands and peoples, but also insofar as
they contain many descriptions of good and bad persons, in,
deed of those performing praiseworthy and unpraiseworthy
deeds, whereby we have then many examples of desirable
virtues and of despicable vices. For that reason histories are
strong reminders and clear examples of the wonderful works,
deeds and judgments of almighty God, whereby he at every
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season rewards his friends and true worshipers, as also he
punishes and extirpates his enemies and despisers.
The first ten pages of Stumpf's book are double~paged maps of
Europe, Germany, France, and Switzerland. The map of Europe is
particularly interesting in that the view is from the north and towards
the south. England and Ireland are to the lower right, whereas the
Mediterranean is at the top. The plotting of longitude and latitude
is in place on the map of the world, the "Universalis Cosmogra~
phia" ,16 but America appears as an island, and Ethiopia is on the
wrong side of Africa. Stumpf's map construction was a matter more
of imagination than of measurement.
Stumpf begins his chronicle with a first chapter on Europe, "one
third of the earth", and then proceeds to the ancient history of the
Germanic peoples. The last chapter dwells on the "praiseworthy sworn
association" of the Swiss nation of his time. This chronicle is espe~
cially noteworthy for its woodcuts of coats of arms, and of battle
scenes that are used several times-at places where the text describes
fighting.
Sebastian Munster. Cosmographey: das ist, Beschreibung Aller Lander
Herrschaften und fumemesten Stetten des gantzen Erdbodens sampt ihren
Gelegenheiten, Eygenschafften, Religion, Gebriiuchen, Geschichten und
Hantierungen, &c. Basel: Sebastian Henricpetri, 1598.
Sebastian Munster's Cosmographey is one of the best known of the
genre. It remained popular for several hundred years and went through
a variety of editions and translations. The Syracuse copy is bound in
pigskin over boards, with reinforced metal comers. The clasps are
lost. The book is folio size with a cover designed in a geometric
"Deutsche Renaissance" style. It is a heavy volume, weighing about
seven pounds. In the preface the author expresses enthusiasm over
his work: "No life on earth [is] better than that of the historian".
16. Edgerton's essay, referenced in the previous footnote, illustrates how important
the Ptolemaic grid became in the Renaissance for the visualizing of space for both
geographers and painters.
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Towards the end of the second page he states his purpose:
A compendium and short account of all lands of the earth
I have sought to write for the common man, so that he may
enjoy thereby the reading, as also to show the scholar the
way a person should write German chronology, and indeed
worthwhile cosmography, as I have understood and began
with this work eighteen years ago, following the very learned
man Straboni. ... To describe the whole world, as is my
intention in this book, requires a heart of great fortitude and
patience, as well as a toiling and informed spirit, which has
read much, seen much, heard and experienced much, which
however would not be enough, if a right judgment is not
there also, through which a person might be able to distin~
guish the true from the false, and the certain from the un~
certain. Except for the Divine Books there is no reading in
the world more full of pleasure or useful for man than the
reading of histories, where they, as should be, are written
independently of this or that party. For what is history ex~
cept ready~made examples through which a person can see
how this or that affair has eventuated, as human device and
Providence most often so uncertainly, indeed blindly, and all
things so certainly have from the hand of God, who works
everything in everything. Every counsel we may take goes
askew, when it is not attuned to the providence of God.
Munster's book, 1469 pages long, is profusely illustrated with lit~
erally hundreds of woodcuts. They depict in some detail and accu~
racy individual cities of the known world, the most distant being
Cusco in what is now Peru. Other themes pictured by the woodcuts
include animals and insects, cannibals and misshapen men of faraway
lands, such as those reputed to live in Asia. The last and fifth part
of Munster's work describes Columbus's voyages to "the new world",
also known as "America". His book has a map of these newly found
regions, and explains that they consist of islands existing somewhere
between Spain and Asia.
Munster was a Hebraist of some note as well as a humanist. His
interests were universal, and even today his efforts at learning inspire
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awe and the attention of bibliographers. I? As Gerald Strauss has
written, Munster's Cosmographey was "an encyclopedia in the six~
teenth~century sense: universal in scope, touching on nearly all sub~
jects, incorporating, or making use of, all pertinent sources of infor~
mation as they were or became available, and aiming at completeness.
. . . Though the manner in which such knowledge was conveyed to
the reader was informal, often anecdotal, the amount of solid leam~
ing packed into the text makes perusal a formidable task. "18 One
senses in Munster's recension of textual sources that his ideas about
the Empire and about Germany are well sustained by a knowledge of
world history. 19 His humanist viewpoint required that man should
see himself in an accurate context of place and time.
Conrad Corthoys. Meyntzische Chronick, von Anfang der Statt MiiyntZ
Erbawung biss auff die Regierung . . Herrn Johann Schweicharden
Ertzbischoffen und Churfursten . .. Frankfurt, 1612.
The smallest of these chronicles in Ranke's library is a slender
volume on the history of the city of Mainz. It survives in an unim~
posing nineteenth~century binding needed, no doubt, to preserve the
book itself. As its overly long title indicates, the scope of this work
is much less ambitious than that of many of the others. Nevertheless,
the work includes a title page and sixty~nine plates that have been
hand~painted in watercolors and portray the coats of arms of the
various bishops, archbishops, and electors of the city of Mainz. Thus,
in its own way, this slender volume represents a considerable and
pleasing change in the history of book illustrations from the simplic~
ity of the monochromatic woodcuts.
The book contains a short chapter on the inception of printing at
Mainz. Corthoys quotes others who believe that printing started in
Strasbourg or in Holland, but ascribes its actual invention to Johann
17. For a bibliography of Munster's works see: Karl H. Bunneister, Sebastian Mun,
ster: Eine Bibliographie mit 22 Abbildungen (Wiesbaden: Guido Pressler, 1964).
18. Gerald Strauss, "A Sixteenth,Century Encyclopedia: Sebastian Munster's Cos'
mography and Its Editions", in Charles H. Carter, ed., From the Renaissance to the
Counterreformation: Essays in Honor of Garrett Mattingly (New York: Random House,
1965), 149.
19. Cf. Paul Joachimsen, Geschichtsauffassung und Geschichtschreibung in Deutsch,
land unter dem Einfluss des Humanismus (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1910), 193.
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The title page of Cosmographey with a woodcut portrait of Sebastian Munster.
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Gutenberg at Mainz and his helpers Johann Faust, Johann Medim,
bach, and Peter Schaffer.
Eberhard Happel. Kem~Chronica der merkwurdigsten welt~und wunder~
Geschichte. . . vom Jahr Christi 1618. . . biss Ao 1670 kurz ver~
[asset/alsdann weiter biss Ao 1680 . .. Hamburg: Thomas von
Wiering, 1690.
In Eberhard Happel's work, which comprises fourteen volumes, we
find a newer, more contemporary type of chronicle. The author pur,
ports to relate only the most significant happenings or the "historical
kernel" of each of the years in question, beginning with 1618 and
the Thirty Years' War.
Happel's preface bears noticing for stating the purpose of his
chronicle:
If no one from our fathers' times had written, so would we
have now not the slightest to say about their deeds and in,
stitutions, virtues and vices, happiness and unhappiness, in,
crease and losses, victory and defeats, land and cities, build,
ing and destruction, praiseworthy and tyrannical governments,
good and evil deeds, life and death, but everything would be
alike with their death and passing, yes all memory of their
deeds only a dream, or even more often a fable, instead of
true history.... Therefore, it is in the world a most note,
worthy thing that history, insofar as it happens here and there,
at every time be described, and hereafter from time to time
be preserved in writing and by the printing press, for they
are and remain forever living, and give their posterity an
enduring and special use, as much a warning for one against
vice, as for another an inspiration towards good and worthy
deeds.
Later, Happel quotes Philo as saying: "Historiam lectio prodest ad
parandam virtutem, & ad curam Reipublicae" (The reading of his,
tory profits the cultivation of character, as well as the care of the
republic).
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Valentin Milntzer. Chronographia oder Beschreybung der laren, vonn
Anfang der Welt biss auff unsere Zeyt, dises louffenden M. D. XLIX.
lars. Bern: Mathias Apiarius, 1550.
This chronicle is bound in vellum together with four other later
historical works also from the sixteenth century, and is 19 centime~
ters high. The bookplate reads "Ex libris Christiani Caroli Ludovici
de Savigny".
In his dedication to the abbot of the monastery of Fulda, Milntzer
acknowledges his debt to the "Fulda Chronicle", but mentions it as
"sketchy". His own efforts will, he hopes, fill it out and provide also
a short history of the Abbey of Fulda and its abbots from its begin~
ning to his time.
Milntzer's work is squarely based on biblical foundations. Recalling
the prophecy of Elijah, he states forthrightly that the age of the
world is six thousand years, comprising two thousand spent futilely
between Adam and Abraham, two thousand under the Jewish law,
and two thousand as "the days of Christ". After that, the world is
expected to end.
The style of Milntzer's work is for the most part simply to range
one paragraph after another much like a diary, each entry relating
an event he thought worthy of note. So, for example:
In the year one thousand and three Vuilligesius, the son
of a waggoner, became bishop of Mainz, and had everywhere
painted in his chambers a wheel, thereby to be ever mindful
of his origin and not to exalt himself too high because of his
office. For which reason since his time every bishop of Mainz
carries a wheel in his coat of arms.
To Leopold von Ranke, who admired objectivity and whose pro~
claimed motto was "wie es eigentlich gewesen" (as it really was), the
value of the cosmographies might well be questionable. As we have
seen, Ranke collected a number of these volumes for his own library.
However, he was reserved in his appreciation of them, preferring to
draw on diplomatic and official documents for his own writing, an
approach that, ironically, in recent years has been criticized for con~
centrating too much on the great heads of state. Nevertheless, these
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early books of knowledge held a fascination for him. In discussing
the extent of their worth, Ranke wrote: "The rest of the chronicles,
both printed and unprinted, from every country and from every city,
stemming from both recent as well as from olden times, are so nu~
merous that I shan't even touch upon them. If in the earliest of times
they are full of fables, those from the sixteenth century, which are
numerically the greatest, are more believable; yes, some of them are
attractive, even beautiful. "20
20. Zur Kritik neuerer Geschichtschreiber (Leipzig: G. Reimer, 1824), 181.
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The Punctator's World: A Discursion
BY GWEN G. ROBINSON
"The Punctator's World: A Discursion" is a study, in several parts, of
the origins of punctuation and its development to the present day. Part
One, herewith, follows the subject from its murky beginnings into the broad
daylight of classical usage.
The modem reader is more apt than not to yawn at the mention
of punctuation. But the subject has had its admirers. Robert Mon,
teith compared it to the "pulleys of a Ship", without which there
would be confusion and disorder. Ben Jonson praised it for being as
unifying to the sentence "as the bloud is thorow the body". Samuel
Rousseau recommended it to "lamentably ignorant and careless" youths
as "so absolutely necessary to the right understanding of any literary
composition, that it is a matter of astonishment so little attention
has been paid to it in our seminaries of learning". In the judgment
of Joseph Robertson punctuation has contributed "to the perspicuity,
and consequently to the beauty, of every composition". It is a "sys,
tern of adminicula", wrote John Earle, that is useful to guard unwary
readers "against confusion and collapse", its province of activity being
"the higher region of Grammar" and hence the very "structure and
articulation of thought". 1
"Dear James", wrote William Cobbett (in 1819) to acquaint his
son with the serious nature of "the point and marks" in writing.
"The sense, or meaning, of the words is very much dependent upon
1. These quotations are taken from: Robert Monteith, The True !lnd Genuine Art
of Exact Pointing (Edinburgh: John Reid, 1704), 5; Ben Jonson, The English Grammar
(London: Lanston Monotype, 1928, reprinted from the 1640 edition), 74; Samuel
Rousseau, Punctuation: or, An Attempt to Facilitate the Art of Pointing, on the Principles
of Grammar and Reason (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, & Brown, 1813),
xxi; Joseph Robertson, An Essay on Punctuation (London: J. Walter, 1785), i; and
John Earle, English Prose and Its Elements, History, and Usage (London: Smith, Elder,
1890), 99.
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the points which are used along with them. " To illustrate this prop'
osition, he added the following tale:
A Committee of the House of Lords made a report to the
House, respecting certain political clubs. A secretary of one
of those clubs presented a petition to the House, in which
he declared positively, and offered to prove at the bar, that
a part of the report was totally false. At first their Lordships
blustered: their high blood seemed to boil: but at last, the
Chairman of the Committee apologized for the report by say'
ing, that there ought to have been a full point where there
was only a comma! and that it was this, which made that
false, which would otherwise have been, and which was in,
tended to be, true!2
These testimonies give voice to the distinguished service of punc,
tuation, which, as we see, has been well valued in the past. Though
it is no longer so popularly discussed a topic, editorial reverence for
the precision that it purports to bring to the text has by no means
evaporated in these ending years of the twentieth century.
"There is a theory", say the Fowlers (1906) with an air of disap,
proval, "that scientific or philosophic matter should be punctuated
very fully and exactly". 3 Such a concern for the reader's safety in
intellectual terrain marks an attitude that lingers today. One notes
with a degree of amusement, however-so moot are the lineaments
of the common point-that British courts of law are even today en,
2. William Cobbett, A Grammar of the English Language (Oxford: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1984), 58-59. A few decades later G. P. Marsh, in his Lectures on the English
Language, 4th ed. (New York: Scribner, 1863), 415, took up this issue of punctua~
tion in legal instruments. "The principles of punctuation are subtle", he warned,
"and an exact logical training is requisite" for the precise application of the points.
"Naturally, then, mistakes ... are frequent, so much so, in fact, that in the con~
struction of private contracts, and even of statutes, judicial tribunals do not much
regard punctuation; and some eminent jurists have thought that legislative enact~
ments and public documents should be without it."
3. H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler, The King's English (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1962), 234.
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couraged to disregard legislational punctuation in their interpretation
of the law.
So then, what is punctuation that it should draw forth this barrage
of opinion? What history underlies its presence on the page? To ini,
tiate our inquiry, let us say that punctuation is a group of devices
used primarily to shape written language into comprehensible units.
That done, it seeks to refine: to clarify meaning and add vitality.
Our discussion of the punctator's art, described thus broadly, will
include matters of word separation, headings, and chapter divisions,
as well as the placement of pausal points (or puncts: periods, com,
mas, colons, semicolons), the dash (also a pausal sign), quotation
marks, italicS-t and parentheses. Samples of discordant views will be
examined and their perpetrators accounted for. Within the extensive
bibliographies that relate to this subject, one finds the names of em,
inent philosophers, logicians, psychologists, theologians, printers,
writers, teachers, grammarians. How can one best guide the receiv,
ing mind through text? This question has inspired argument for many
centuries and, delightfully (since no one needs to die for it), contin,
ues to do so.
There are today two attitudes towards the governing of words on
the page, and both have their origins in the deep structure of the
human mind. The euphuistic (or elocutionary) approach addresses
the problem of rendering speech into text in a way that most en,
hances its aural retrieval. It reached its maturity in monastic times
and survived in moderate vigor through Shakespeare's era. It is today
still effective for dramatic emphasis. Though its presence in serious
explication is less frequent in modern writing, one discerns it at play
in speeches, sermons, lectures, poetry, or conversation-wherever
meaning is shaped for the ear.
The counterpart to the euphuistic method of punctuating is the
logical (or syntactical) one. In its purview lies the elucidation of
sentence structure. Being the more intellectual, or inward, of the
two styles, it focuses on the subtle distinctions of hierarchical impor,
tance, on grammatical groupings, and appeals to the brain more
through the eye than through the ear. In English literature the logi,
cal style flourished energetically in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
early twentieth centuries.
Thus the two systems, though growing side by side, have flowered
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in different seasons. Writing today favors the logical style, which
predominates in books, newspapers, and magazines. But now that
the common statement has become less windy, and centuries of lit,
erary tradition have fortified the reader's syntactical expectations, pausal
marks internal to the sentence have become less necessary.
FROM ORALITY TO LITERACY: THE FIRST TEXTUAL DIVISIONS
The Word of John the Evangelist was an oral word, for the early
communicating mind had only the medium of speech at its disposal.
"Language is primarily speech. Its grammatical code was formed in the
course of centuries by innumerable generations of illiterate speakers,
and even in the most elevated literary style we are obliged to con,
form to what has become, in this way, the general practice."4 Oral
systems go back to prehistory. The age of script, measurable as a
single small unit in the lifetime of the human species, evolved from
and remains symbiotically dependent upon that still,not,understood
capability of man to communicate with his breath and his mouth an
infinite variety of ideas. Until the invention of writing, the com,
munication of thought was almost entirely through speech. A nor,
mal, unimpaired man dealt with it through his ears. That immutable
physiological fact set the mold of his social life. "The common con,
ventions of language as encoded in [the] brain are acoustic, not vis,
ual",5 says Professor Eric A. Havelock; this would seem to be gen,
erally the case, with the relatively rare exception of the congenitally
deaf.
Alphabets, which are themselves inert to meaning, transmit speech
into visibility phoneme by phoneme. 6 A letter symbolizes for the eye
the sound we hear in our heads, as our brains formulate words and
set them onto their syntactical track. When in the eighth century
B.C. the Greeks devised a pure, acoustically transparent, complete,
4. Otto Jespersen, Essentials of English Grammar (London: George Allen and Un-
win, 1972), 17.
5. Eric A. Havelock, Origins of Western Uteracy (Toronto: Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, 1974), 14.
6. Reading means converting to sound. See Walter J. Ong, Orality and Language
(London: Methuen, 1982), 8.
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with~vowels alphabet to replace the less flexible ideograms and syl~
labaries of neighboring civilizations, 7 an enormous new tool came
into being. Suddenly, every meaningful particle of sound could be
represented without ambiguity; whatever could be said was imitable
in writing. 8 The body of human knowledge, hitherto embedded in
song and poetry, broke loose from its acoustical matrix and moved
towards visual space, where it would increasingly find itself analyzed,
questioned, reassorted, abstracted.
But initially, the release was magic; for the common man it was
as ego~inspiriting as a bright morning. Evidence of his expanding
self~assertivenesshas come down to us (not very modestly), scratched
onto potsherds-baked clay being nearly unpulverizable: I myself made
this! I, X of Y, wrote this!
With practice came volubility. Statements of more ambitious hex~
ameter lengths found their way into paeans and prayers, ohto pots
and tombs, and aroused, in theory at least, intimations of punctua~
tion. Two millennia would be needed to teach it the behavior of a
proper concept. But grow it would. As time passed, intonation, em~
phasis, tempo, volume, facial expressions, and gestures-all so vital
to the success of the spoken word--eame to be more and more pre~
cisely conjured up by the punctating instruments that lay beyond the
proper dominion of alphabet letters.
To see the problem as it might have appeared at the inception of
writing, imagine the following statement in its spoken form.
7. In Origins of Western Literacy (pp. 22-38), Havelock gives a convincing analy~
sis of the difference between the Greek alphabet and earlier Linear B, Semitic/
Aramaic, and Phoenician syllabaries. He discusses as well his theory that oral po~
etry, by virtue of its needing to be remembered, is rigidified by cliches and metrical
necessities to a degree that cannot reflect the variety and novelty of human experi~
ence.
In his Preface to Plato (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard Univ. Press, 1963),
Havelock carried this notion to its fuller extent. It was, he thought, this unthink~
ing, repetitive, hypnotic feature of oral literature for which Plato had expunged
poetry from his Republic. In the fourth century B.C. Plato stood at the line of clash
between the hand~me~downbody of knowledge embellished by the oral arts and the
catapulting release of the intellect provided by literacy.
8. Today, thanks to the efforts of linguistic scholars, the international phonetic
alphabet can indicate vowel and consonant differentiations, pitch, stresses, and in~
tonation with very nearly exact precision.
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My mother said your father stole my pig and ran away.
With no experience in linear progression or orientation of letters,
the early scribe, would have dealt with it like an autistit kindergar,
tener.
V R
T :I: ~ etc.
But suppose the message was intended to convey:-
" 'My mother', said your father, 'stole my pig and ran away'."
Or:-
"My mother said, 'Your father stole my pig and ran away'."
Despite the exact repetition of the words, we still do not know
what might, under conceivable circumstances, have been crucial to
our subsequent behavior: Who stole whose pig?
The deficiencies of the written message must have been apparent
from the start. But, as letter,making grew easier, evidenced by the
uniformity of letter formation and the straightening line, scribal at,
tention quite rightly turned to syllables, 9 the true coin of speech; for
speech,sounds have minimal respect for the individual word. They
incline, instead, to song, where syllables flow seamlessly-a marriage
of rhythm with meaning. For example:
~ ~ L-
Fairlove youfaintwithwanderinginthewood.
• d'- d d
As scribes grew more facile with their craft, so full,blown state,
ments poured into lettering. These more complex lines continued to
be squeezed together in the inherited manner without word differ,
entiation, and a habit set in that not even the availability of tracta,
ble writing surfaces could lay to rest. Although raised dots or even
9. J. Rendel Harris, "Stichometry I", American Journal of Philology 4 (1883): 150.
Also interesting is the fact that elementary,school dictations tend to bring to the
surface basic confusions between syllables (the units most meaningful to the ear)
and words (the units most meaningful to the eye).
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spaces between words can be seen on extant Greek and Roman in,
scriptions and papyri as early as the seventh century B.C., they were
not consistently or even commonly used until the sixth and seventh
centuries A.D.1O_S0 adaptable is the human mind to hardship and
so slow to accept improvement. By the tenth century A. D., division
of words-first big from big, then big from little, finally little from
little-was a fairly regularized feature of all Latin texts. In the Greek,
vacillation continued, even as late as the fifteenth century.ll Writ,
ing, as we know it now, developed out of the apparently reluctant
recognition that words, however tightly knit in the flow of commu,
nication, represent separate concepts and retain them in recombi,
nation. 12
10. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed., s.v. "palaeography".
11. Writers today use simple space between words. But an equally interesting aI,
ternative is the trick used by several word processing programs to save space in
document storage. The last letter in each word is identified by the addition of 128
to its ASCII code number, which is effectively like: ji!!!want~thre~beer~.
12. In Japanese text there is still no word separation and the reader is expected to
scan the line, differentiating as he goes along. He is helped by particles (indicating
the subject, the object, the indirect object, or that a question is being asked), and
by the convention that the subject,predicate,verb order will obtain. The \ ( =comma)
is used to demark a word group (and also used after the introduction of the subject),
and the 0 (= period) for signal of conclusion. Clues to word integrity lie in the
visual unity of each of the kanji (which represent whole words) but not in the string
of katakana and hiragana syllables. The eye, as it passes along through the contin,
uous sequence of characters, can indeed become confused as to where the word
boundaries lie. In grammar lessons, Japanese school children are occasionally drilled
in the practice of word division.
For an interesting speculation on illiterate confusion of word boundaries, see Otto
Jespersen: Language, Its Nature, Development and Origin (New York: W.W. Norton,
1964), 422-25.
T'. J. Brown in his article "Punctuation" in the 15th edition of the New Encyclo,
paedia Britannica notes that early Arabic manuscripts had no punctuation, since the
structure of the language "ensured that the main and subordinate clauses were read,
ily distinguishable without it". Early written Chinese also was structurally clear without
punctuation; but in the nineteenth century hollow circles carne to be used to mark
off the ends of phrases, and in 1912 the European comma, full point, question, and
exclamation,marks also became common. The Japanese apparently did not find the
construction of texts in Chinese so simple from the eighth century on and attempted
to clarify for themselves the meaning and grammatical constructions by use of a
complicated punctuational system of kueriten and kunten. In their own language
the Japanese adopted the Western notion of comma and full stop during the Edo
period and later added the dash and quotation marks.
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€JeTI>Te0'c)C..c.y lc.P-t~~
-re--rj~ e-t)-=-oc,.,..-c-c
e~<: -ro',C"Oh-errrole tj'T
'~(1~oc-r)'""ct
ct~1r:..~l~""('Oyc~rK'"r-~
~j"'Tt~DCJ-'J(;""DC
This fragment of an official order, 250 B.C., illustral~s a lack of word separation
(from the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed., s. v. "palaeography").
(-EL~ 7'07TOVXOV Kcn 7'TJ~­
-7'E7'pa KaL ELKOU7'TJ~-
-(JEL~ 7'OL~ (JTJUaVpOL~E7T-
-7'E7'pa KaL ELKOU7''TJ~-
-OVLKOV KaL 7'~ EpTJJLo--
-u4>paYLUaJLElJO~a7Tou-)
In view of this long,term disregard for the reader's comfort,13 it is
surprising to discover that topic divisions were being regularly marked
13. That writing, for a millennium, should continue to demand so much of the
reader is astonishing. In the fourth century B.C. Aristotle was already discussing the
brain's penchant for the assimilatable minutiae over vast reality. Why then was
writing so slow to incorporate into its mimicry of speech the system of pauses?
Undoubtedly, the source of trouble lay in the professional camaraderie of scriveners
and in a natural human resistance to change. Perhaps also there was an element of
the empathetic You,know,what,I,mean syndrome, a prevalent feature of talk amongst
the inarticulate. In any case undifferentiated words, undifferentiated phrases, clauses,
sentences survived by habit and were fostered both by medieval orality and by the
authoritative example of the medieval Christian Church.
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off by Greek scribes as early as the fourth century B.C. A short
horizontal stroke, called the paragraphos, was inserted between writ,
ten lines to indicate a change of subject. Although Aristotle (384-
322 B.C.) discussed phrasing and the periodos (in the sense of cog,
nitive closure), the paragraphos was the only actual punctuation mark
in use during his time. 14 Thus, the reader was essentially flying blind-
with no perspective on his future, no semaphoric headings, folios,
indices, or contents page to guide his expectations. Though rhetori,
cal pauses in the flow of language were deemed by Aristotle to be
important to the sense, no way of indicating them textually was yet
in operation.
Gradually, as writing gained the confidence of versatile intellects,
it probed into unorthodox areas and forced the content of the human
mind and the psychology of thought to change. 15 Though not as
immediate or sensitive a medium as speech, writing had the special
gift of surmounting both time and distance. Through its offices, com,
plex statements and transitory, unique flights of the imagination could
be set down with a prospect of permanence and ready retrieval, should
the memory falter. What was written could be consulted, checked at
different locations on future days, and thought about in abstract and
in historical, comparative ways. "Abstractly sequential, classifica,
tory, explanatory examination of phenomena or of stated truths is
impossible without writing and reading. Human beings in primary
oral cultures, those untouched by writing in any form, learn a great
deal and possess and practice great wisdom, but they do not 'study'. "16
What the memory could not retain would now endure in writing,
embedded in a vocabulary that was hundreds of times larger as well
as retentive of historical nuance. 17 The laboring mind, freed from
the bondage of the mnemonic expression previously relied upon to
hold together cultural memory-its cliches, formulaic repetitions,
14. New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. "punctuation".
15. Havelock, Origins, 46. Also Jespersen, Language, 426.
16. Ong, Orality and Language, 8.
17. Ibid. On this point Ong states: "The grapholect known as standard English
has accessible for use a recorded vocabulary of at least a million and a half words,
of which not only the present meanings but also hundreds of thousands of past
meanings are known. A simply oral dialect will commonly have resources of only a
few thousand words, and its users will have virtually no knowledge of the real se~
mantic history of any of these words."
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metrical phrasing, and epic delineations of character-was enabled
to communicate out,of,the,way ideas. Before the Greek alphabet there
was no real science, or philosophy, or variegated, responsive, fully
vocabularized literature; nor did there exist so completely a literate
civilization. I8 The changes wrought by the alphabet went deep, for
it turned the human mind to ambitions of immortality, to the logical
outcome of action and thought, and most vitally, to individual ini,
tiative, to the ego. In favoring young discoverers and activating writ,
ten record keeping, the literate culture downgraded the position of
the wise old folk upon whose memories tribal lore had heretofore
relied. 19
Learning to alphabetize language was so simple that children could
do it, and did. Even Athenian girls were taught their letters to the
degree that they might better run the household. In the late fifth
and fourth centuries B.C., literacy, as measured in terms of numbers
of readers and the availability of books, was apparently widespread
among Greeks. There is copious evidence of this in extant graffiti,
in contemporaneous mention of bookshops, libraries, schools, the
reading of ledgers, and the sending of letters as if they were in no
way unusual items. 2o Strabo reports that Aristotle himself had built
up a large and diverse collection of books at the Lyceum, similar to
that at Plato's Academy. Euripides was reputed to have acquired for
18. In addition should be mentioned the tremendous impact of this new mental
stimulus on art and architecture, where space and balance came into prominent new
treatment. With the dilation of the visual sense, natural appearances were perceived
afresh and delineated, as, for example, in the broken stance and realistic facial
expressions of fifth,century statuary. Time, too, was viewed differently. The world,
view of simultaneity, fostered by oral,aural attitudes and by the che,sara,sara my'
thology, concatenated into a chronological progression that could be used to explain
the present in terms of the past or to manipulate the future by actions in the pres'
ent. The alphabet, by developing the eye at the expense of the ear, is in these
respects fundamental to present'day perspective in art, in history, and in narrative.
Fat more on these subjects, see John Boardman's chapter "Greek Art and Architec,
ture" in The Oxford History of the Classical World (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press,
1986), 28~9j and Marshall McLuhan's The Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press), 22, 30, 54, 56-57.
19. Ong, Orality and Language, 41.
20. F. D. Harvey, "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy", Revue des Etudes Grecques
10 (1966): 58~35.
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his own pleasure and personal use a library of considerable size. 21 The
novelty of a literate public was so astonishing that before long it was
providing meat for jokes. Not surprisingly, the works of Aristophanes
(ca. 448-ca. 388 B.C.) contain numerous references to books and
reading. For an example, here is a chorus from The Frogs. It is sing,
ing exuberantly about the audience it faces (and David Barrett as'
sures us that we may reasonably imagine an audience of 40,000):
They've all got textbooks now-
However high your brow,
They won't be shaken.
No talking down to these:
That's all outdated!
For native wit alone
They're highly rated;
But now they've learnt to read
It's real tough stuff they need;
They don't want chicken,feed-
They're educated!
(from David Barrett's 1964 translation of
Aristophanes' The Frogs for Penguin Books)
During all this busy excitement, punctuation lay dormant. Noth,
ing was done to cut the extrusion of visual wordage into manageable
pieces. Those under Grecian influence who had been schooled in
reading and writing during the literary freedom of the Classical and
Hellenic periods were lucky indeed. Those who lived during the po'
litical disruptions that followed were not, culturally, so fortunate; for
books and learning thrive best in an established, well,assured society.
As public literacy declined, so reading and writing took on an aura
of privilege. The average reader was left behind, to hack his own
unsignposted way through swales of idiosyncratic, glutinous alphabet
letters. It is certainly conceivable that unbroken, undifferentiated
text contributed to the medieval subsidence into archaism, when lit,
erature became again the specialist craft of scribes and scholars, and
no longer the pleasure of ordinary people.
21. L. D. Reynolds and N. G. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars: A Guide to the Trans~
mission of Greek and Latin Literature (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1968), 5.
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EARLY EUPHUISTIC POINTING
As papyrus superseded clay, linen, bark, and tanned hide, it be,
came time for the now swiftly generated written line to be pared into
more digestible morsels than the paragraph. The literary muse was
beginning to produce prolifically-to an extent that the conservative
Socrates found regrettable. As he explained to Phaedrus, the written
word was nothing but a lifeless image of the spoken word. It had no
vitality, demanded no reply, and if used extensively, would come to
supplant memory,22 as indeed it has.
In oral societies communication draws its lifeblood from partici,
pation-from the action of debate, riposte, affirmation, and rebuttal.
Around the living sound of voice, rhetoric had set up rules of play
that would in time shape text as well, so that the human intellect,
which can be compared to a purblind worm burrowing through com,
post, might continue through the new medium to find the most re,
warding route to comprehension. Socrates was unaware of, or at least
expressed no concern about, the walled,in effect of memorized
knowledge. A thinker like Socrates--or rather, Plato-living in the
boundary centuries between orality and literacy, had much to con,
sider in suiting his ideas to the written word. With the likelihood
that his audience would equally enjoy and be benefitted by either the
traditional oral style or the interiorized style that book reading en,
couraged, his quandary was perhaps not a devastating one. But in
time it would grow very real. For often enough the constringencies
required for the ear's delight-a graceful antithesis, a sound metre,
parallel phrasing-will conflict with the optimal elucidation of logi,
cal structural relationships. How can one best implant a thought in
someone else's head?23 Through the sensuous, sociable, extrovert ear?
22. B. Jowett, "Phaedrus", The Dialogues of Plato (New York: Random House,
1937), 1:278-79.
23. It is amazing to read of the African talking drums, which successfully repro,
duce the sounds of speech to convey them over long distances. Drumbeats imitate
the rhythms of commonplace word clusters and fixed expressions of standard themes;
for nothing novel or elaborate can be communicated in this way. Two pitches ren,
der the intonation of this surrogate language, and simultaneous strikes of each mark
the punctuational pause in the otherwise unabsorbable flow of sound. For a detailed
description see Walter ]. Ong, Interfaces of the Word (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press,
1977), 92-120.
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or the implacable eye? Indeed, it can be war. This basic line,up-so
remindful of Manichean dark and light, of body against soul, intui,
tion against intellect, id against ego-has generated what might be
called a punctatorial dilemma.
Our first real glimpse at the 'shadier' type of communication, that
is, the rhythmic, audible type that offers delights of an unintellectual
nature, comes from what is known of the writing and rhetorical
teachings of the sophist Gorgias of Leontini (ca. 485-ca. 380 B. C. ),
who sought as far as possible to strike the grand note. One is re,
minded in reading about him of an ambitious tenor, straining his
audience's patience with an elegant but tedious opera seria. Regarded
as the creator of 'artifical Greek prose' (a kind of extravagant prose'
poetry that tended to obscure meaning), Gorgias urged lavish oma,
mentation, a florid diction, and phrase pairings that, in effect, jin,
gled like verse. Luscious words and rhythms, he claimed, gave energy
to success in persuasion. That was his goal; not a perspicuous com,
munication. In thanks for all these gifts, the Greek language adopted
a new word, "gorgiaze", and used it derogatorily. But in broad terms,
it was against his immunity to serious knowledge, against his manip,
ulating of sense for the gratification of the senses that Plato and,
more vehemently, Aristotle railed. 24 The Gorgianic drive for rhythm
and symmetry was relentless and without regard for the needs of lu,
cidity. In contemplating it one is reminded of things as basic as heart
beats or the dimidiation of limbs, eyes, nostrils, brains. More sophis,
ticated components of this same family of perspectives are present in
the performing arts, the arts that deal with the fluency of time and
with the ear: prosody, rhetoric, music, dance. In these lie the in,
choate origins of euphuistic pointing.
It is prose that bears the brunt of punctuational scrutiny, for it is
there that the conveying of explicit information calls for action. In
imitation of poetic 'perfection', classical rhetoric had imposed a for,
mality of division and apportionment upon the structure of oratory,
24. John Henry Freese, "Introduction" to the Loeb Classical Library edition of
Aristotle's The "Art" of Rhetoric (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1926), xi; and
also M. L. Clarke, Rhetoric at Rome: A Historical Survey (New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1966), 2-3. In the early dialogue "Gorgias" Plato dismissed rhetoric of this
kind as a mere (if not dangerous) knack, more akin to cooking and flattery than
philosophy. See Jowett's translation, 1:523.
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with the fortunate result that the audience was led willingly over
familiar contours of expectation. A listener, joining late, would kno\\'
where the speaker was in his formulation of ideas-the exordium, the
narratio, the conclusio-just as the reader today can find his way through
title pages, tables of contents, prefaces, and chapter headings of books
that he has never before seen. Within the arrangement of its basic
patterns, rhetoric centered essentially on the artistic strategies of the
communicator as he strove to put across his point with maximum
impact. Firmly in place as an oral discipline, rhetoric moved with
authority into the domain of writing, where its goal was to give prose
the dignity and affecting power of poetry, as well as an elegance of
its own. 2S It dealt with word usage, ornaments, bearing, delivery, but
for our purposes, most importantly, with rhythms and internal divi,
sion of materials to better press home a message. The practice of
rhetoric flourished, almost as a popular entertainment, in the dispu,
tatious Athenian democracy, where its most revered champions were
Isocrates26 (the pupil of Gorgias) and Demosthenes, and saw light
again as an elite art form in the senatorial oratory of the Roman
Republic. Any Roman aspiring to social, literary, or political success
needed to study rhetoric seriously. Cicero (106-43 B.C.), very much
a master (though he did not himself rigorously practise the dictates
of his craft), wrote about it extensively in his De Oratore, Brutus,
and Orator. His published theories, fortified by accounts of his illus,
trious career, survived both contemporary and subsequent competi,
tion to cast their influence over literary expression for centuries, in,
deed even up to the decline of classical study in modern times. For
25. Oxford History of the Classical World, 655.
26. In the heyday of rhetoric, Isocrates was looked upon as an oratorical paragon
and the father of Greek oratory. Isocrates promulgated the theory that oratory should
be as artistic as poetry and provide the same degree of pleasure. In seeking that end,
he nevertheless kept in mind the total effect, and though his huge, rhythmic peri,
odic sentences frequently consumed a whole page, he stayed in control. In Isocrates'
terms rhetoric was not simply a utilitarian technique for charming or persuading,
but a practical extension of wisdom. He associated it with philosophy, thereby pos,
sibly softening Plato's attitude towards it, as expressed in the "Phaedrus". The ex,
ample of Isocrates decided the form of rhetorical prose for the Greek world, for
Cicero, and for the modem world as well. For more on Isocrates, see the introduc,
tion to the Loeb Classical Library edition of [socrates, trans. George Norlin and
LaRue Van Hook; also see Clarke, Rhetoric at Rome, 2-3.
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that reason he seems an appropriate candidate (to follow Gorgias)
for illustrating a second euphuistic florescence.
By Cicero's era, alphabetic literature had been in existence for
some six hundred years. Although there was not the democratized
literacy that had prevailed particularly in Athens and generally in
the Hellenistic Greek world, by the middle of the first century B.C.
Roman booksellers and copyists were carrying on an active trade,
and books were circulating freely within a limited class of Roman
society. There were literary societies and extensive, well,stocked pri,
vate collections. Caesar talked of setting up a public library. A doc,
umented academic interest in literature and language, as well as evi,
dence of Alexandrian,derived textual criticism, attest to an established
atmosphere of intellectual aspiration. With the help of his publisher
friend Atticus, Cicero worked hard to develop a personal library of
meticulously produced books and to improve as well the quality of
his own publications. 27
As we see, the traditions of reading and writing were well in place.
The paragraph was old hat. The clause, or what the Greeks called
colon (L. membrum), was recognized generally as being a segment of
a larger entity and was defined in terms of syllables or metres. The
colon itself divided into phrases called by the Greeks commata (L.
incisa). The full "periodic" sentence was conceived as being an elab,
orately organized concatenation of related ideas made up of cola,
themselves in tum made up of commata, and ending with a sense of
completeness: a grouping and rounding out of words. And this in
Greek was called the periodos (L. circuitus).
To give the merest flavor of Cicero's extensive views on rhetoric
as they relate to punctuation, the following review is presented with
quotations taken from the Loeb Classical Library editions of De Or,
atore (translated by H. Rackham), Brutus (translated by G. L. Hen,
drickson), and Orator (translated by H. M. Hubbell). In this last
treatise, written in 46 B.C., Cicero is defending his own exuberant
verbosity against the so,called 'modem' Atticists (who derived their
aspirations from the Hellenistic stoics, and advocated a plain, logical
style without ornament). Following Aristotle and Isocrates, Cicero
recommended rhythmical cadences to bring out the structure of sen,
27. Reynolds and Wilson, Scribes and Scholars, 18-22.
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tence parts. The syntactician will note the concern for clarity and
sense; but, as Cicero lays such heavy emphasis on the ear (to prolong
the attention span of an apparently very restless audience), it seems
appropriate that his ideas be included in this section on the origins
of euphuistic punctuation.
~ CICERO ON RHYTHM IN PROSE STRUCTURES r=::@
Eloquence is a potent force which embraces all things in a graceful
and flowing style. With its mastery one can both instruct and give
pleasure. The old Greek masters, Isocrates most particularly, held
the view that prose should contain rhythms just as does poetry. They
thought that in speeches
the close of the period ought to come not when we are tired out
but where we may take breath, and to be marked not by the punc,
tuation of copying clerks but by the arrangement of the words and
of the thought ... designed to give pleasure to the ear. (De Or,
atore, p. 137)
To engage an attentive ear, the poets, who were in those days also
musicians, thought it proper to transfer from poetry to rhetoric, in,
sofar as was compatible with the severe character of oratory, the
modulation of the voice and the arrangement of words in periods.
For it is the mark of an ignorant speaker to pour out
disorderly stuff as fast as he can with no arrangement, and end a
sentence not from artistic considerations but when his breath gives
out, whereas the orator links words and meaning· together in such
a manner as to unfold his thought in a rhythm that is at once
bound and free. (De Oratore, p. 139)
Speech must be ordered, just as the sun and the moon and the sea,
sons are ordered, to perform their actions in a rhythmic way.
The periodic structure has its origins in the physical limitation of
breathing, so that our ears are gratified only by what can be easily
endured by the human lungs. [In other words, interestingly-indeed,
very interestingly-human speech and comprehension are the prod,
ucts of a unified organism, and not of minds, or bodies, or wills
acting in part.]
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It is true that by some natural instinct the expression of a thought
may fall into a periodic form and conclusion, and when it is thus
gathered up in fitting words it ends often with a rhythmical ca,
dence. The reason is that the ear itself judges what is complete,
what is deficient, and the breath by natural compulsion fixes a
limit to the length of the phrase. If the breath labours, not to say
fails utterly, the effect is painful. (Brutus, p. 41)
Art in prose writing demands subtlety and variation in the use of
rhythms. Aristotle recommends to orators that they speak in heroic
metres-a legitimate thing to do provided one does not fall into
downright verse or something resembling verse. Further, Aristotle
approves of either of the paean metres:-"""""" (st6p doing it) for the
beginning of a period, or "" "" ""-(clatter of hooves) for the end. Prose,
being less fettered than poetry, must apply its own self,control so
that it neither falls into poetry nor gushes without pause. All utter,
ance contains an element of rhythm, which can quite properly be
reckoned as a merit in prose. A continuing series of words will be
much more pleasing if it is divided up into cola and commata, the
commata becoming shorter near the end, in indication of the coming
final break. [This recommendation of short phrasal breaks towards
the end of the periodos reappears in the writings of later grammarians
(cf. the subdistinctio of Donatus in the fourth century A. D., which
will be discussed in Part Two).]
Only let your habitual practice in writing and speaking be to
make the thoughts end up with the words, and the combination of
the words themselves spring from good long free metres, specially
the dactylic or the first paean or the cretic (-'-'-) , though with
a close of various forms and clearly marked, for similarity is partic,
ularly noticed at the close; and if the first and last feet of the
sentences are regulated on this principle, the metrical shapes of the
parts in between can pass unnoticed, only provided that the actual
period is not shorter than the ear expected or longer than the
strength and the breath can last out.
However, the close of the sentences in my opinion requires even
more careful attention than the earlier parts, because it is here that
perfection of finish is chiefly tested. For with verse equal attention
is given to the beginning and middle and end of a line, and a slip
at any point weakens its force, but in a speech few people notice
the first part of the sentences and nearly everybody the last part;
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so as the ends of the sentences show up and are noticed, they must
be varied, in order not to be turned down by the critical faculty or
by a feeling of surfeit in the ear. (De Oratore, p. 153)
Words when connected together embellish a style if they pro,
duce a certain symmetry. (Orator, p. 365)
[The] shrewd orator must avoid . . . clauses of equal length,
with similar endings, or identical cadences. (Orator, p. 369)
The arrangement of words in the sentence has three ends in
view: (1) that final syllables may fit the following initial syllables
as neatly as possible, and that the words may have the most agree,
able sounds; (2) that the very form and symmetry of the words may
produce their own rounded period; (3) that the period may have
an appropriate rhythmical cadence. (Orator, p. 423)
Just as in the realm of poetry verse was discovered by the test of
the ear and the observation of thoughtful men, so in prose it was
observed, much later to be sure, but by the same promptings of
nature, that there are definite periods and rhythmical cadences.
(Orator, p. 457)
The circuitus ["periodic" sentence] is carried along by the rhythm
in a vigorous movement until it comes to the end and stops. (Or,
ator, p. 463)
Prose should be tempered by an admixture of rhythm, . . . of
which the paean should be the principle measure. (Orator, p. 471)
But there should also be iambs in passages of a plain, simple con,
versational type, and dactyls (along with paeans) for the more ele,
vated style. In short, there should be a judicious mingling and blend,
ing. Without these rhythms to provide an emotional element, the
words and ideas lose their strength. The beginning of the period
should reach towards the end in a natural and smooth way, without
sudden movement, so that the ear may await the end with pleasure,
as the orderly line of "words is brought to a close now with one, now
with another rhythmical figure". (Orator, p. 475)
Symmetry is another consideration that comes to us through the
poets. But the prose writer is not held and should not be held to the
rigidity of equally balanced cola and commata, as Gorgias believed.
Variation of the period and the rhythmical clausulae (a much,used
word referring to the ultimate and penultimate feet) should be sought
with an air of naturalness, and Cicero suggests a number of candi,
dates beyond the paean preferred by Aristotle. [So serious a matter
was the clausula considered to be, that Carbo Gracchus enjoyed much
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admiration in orating circles for his mastery of this tricky conceit.
Indeed, on one occasion he is said to have brought down the house
with a final, apparently ravishing double trochee.] 28
It is the commata and cola that make up the long periods. But
these are often used alone for a punchy effect ("like little daggers")
in passages of demonstration or refutation. Interestingly, the four ex,
amples of commata given by Cicero are all conceptually complete
modern sentences--Domus tibi deerat? at habebas. Pecunia superabat?
at egebas. (Did you lack a house? Yet you had one. Was there money
left? Yet you were in want. )-and do not deal with the problems
caused by an opening 'when', 'because', or 'so that'. In rhetorical
practice, a full comprehensive period of good length comprises ap'
proximately four cola, each of which consists of approximately 12 to
17 syllables, that is, a full hexameter line. But the ear wants variety,
and that is why rhythms and symmetry should be used to bind to,
gether in unobtrusive ways, to give form to what might otherwise be
shapeless.
The usefulness of rhetoric in holding attention, persuading, or in'
citing to action, the beauty and excitement that it imparted to speech
and hence to long,lived prose, made it a much desired attainment.
Cicero's concern with it was very much in keeping with the times.
Fourth, and fifth,century sophistic doctrine had placed rhetoric at
the center of the educational scheme,29 for its practical application
to the winning of argument was not to be driven offstage by Platonic
blatherings about truth, virtue, and knowledge. In the ensuing pe,
riods of political oppression, when governments did not encourage
or even allow public deliberation on issues, rhetoric and oratory
changed their character--eame off the street, so to speak-and the
28. Clarke, Rhetoric at Rome, 49. Perhaps an even more spectacular example of
the clausula's grip on the literary mind is to be seen in St. Augustine's disappoint'
ment 500 years later, when he discovered that an example of the clausula was not
to be found in the Scriptures. Ibid., 153.
29. New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. "rhetoric". Looking forward, one
might note at this point that the great classical rhetoricians were still holding their
own in the published output of early European printers. Later, the eighteenth cen,
tury would witness an 'elocutionary movement'. Even today, British schoolchildren
compete for prizes in elocution.
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audience was no longer a full partner in the highly charged, give,
and,take simultaneity of a rhetorical event. Taken up by the schools
as a discipline, rhetoric was analyzed minutely and rules set up for
the governance of every shade and aspect of it-as if bright young
minds had nothing else in the world to think of.
This tendency towards rigidification deepened with time. Decla,
mation, which Cicero had practised· (both in Greek and in Latin)
well into old age, became the highlight of a social occasion-like
charades, one imagines, or a gathering around the piano--a good
chance to show off. As a result the topics to be declaimed upon
became increasingly theatrical. Realistic subjects that had earlier been
presented for serious practice in the legal arts gave way to whatever
would amaze, however unlikely: lurid murders, disinheritance prob,
lems involving wicked stepmothers and dramatic cases of mistaken
identity, maiden heiresses captured by pirates, and so on and so on.
The rhetorician was by now a performer. His extravaganzas had very
little relevance to the forum or the senate house. In the first two
centuries A. D.-the so'called "Second Sophistic Age", when phi,
losophers were urging a return to more simple, classical rhetorical
principles-a number of books and essays about rhetoric and famous
rhetoricians (for they were admired like pop,starspO were put forth;
and among these, two very worthy ones must be mentioned here, for
they both have a bearing on our topic and were diligently studied
throughout the Middle Ages. 'Longinus' (probably of the first century
A. D.) wrote On Sublimity, a treatise considered to be the most sen,
sitive piece of literary criticism surviving from antiquity. Using fa'
vorite passages from Homer, Plato, and Demosthenes, he analyzed
the sources of ecstatic effects in search of the creative essence of
great thoughts and overpowering emotion. One can imagine the im,
pact of such a book on an aspiring young author. To be noted espe,
cially at this point is the section on composition, wherein, following
Cicero in Orator, he remodelled famous lines to illustrate how unat,
tractive a misjudged rhythm can be. 31
Equally important was Quintilian's Institutio Oratoria (in twelve
books), written ca. A.D. 93,94, after the author's long career of
30. Oxford History of the Classical World, 659.
31. George Alexander Kennedy, The Art of Rhetoric in the Roman World 300 B.c.-
AD. 300 (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1972), 369-77.
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practising law and teaching rhetoric in Rome. Its announced intent,
like that of Cicero's Orator upon which it draws admiringly, is to
define the qualities of a good orator. To do that it both surveys crit,
ically the education of all the well,known orators in terms of their
success and offers paradigms for the ideal rhetorical education. This
work, which was genial, wise, expansive in coverage, and moral in
tone, remained the quintessential authority on prose expression for
many centuries. 32
In the ninth book of the Institutio, Quintilian impinges upon our
topic of division of text, stalking it occasionally from a logical crouch,
but most of the time in terms of beguiling harmonies and rhythms so
that we are obliged, by the terms of our contract, to deposit him on
the euphuistic heap along with Gorgias and Cicero. Quintilian de,
scribed the comma as the expression of a thought lacking rhythmical
completeness, though most writers regarded it merely as a portion of
the colon. A colon, however, becomes "the expression of a thought
which is rhythmically complete, but . . . meaningless if detached
from the whole body of the sentence".33 The periodos could be sim,
pIe, i.e., a single thought, or a composite of thoughts conveyed in
commata and cola, its length to be fueled by a single breath. Putting
on his logical cap, Quintilian adds: "It is further essential that it
should complete the thought which it expresses ... be clear and
intelligible and . . . not too long to be carried in the memory". 34
As for how to signal the completion of the sense, Quintilian rec,
ommended a verb wherever possible, as it is in the verbs that the
real strength of language resides. But this goal must give way (here,
the euphuistic cap) to the demands of rhythm. Hyperbaton is a use,
ful device where the selected word is recalcitrant to metrej35 how,
ever, (again, the logical cap) we should never abandon what is apt
to our theme for the sake of smoothness. 36 Once the verb has been
successfully chosen, the periodos may round off to a close with an
artistic arrangement of thumps, indicating that the group of thoughts
32. Kennedy, Rhetoric, 487-514.
33. H. E. Butler's English translation for the Loeb Classical Library edition of
Quintilian's Institutio Oratoria (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1936), 3:577.
34. Ibid., 577-78.
35. Ibid., 521.
36. Ibid., 589.
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has reached its natural limit and that a breather is being provided
before recommencement of play. 37 Additionally,
. . . not only must commata and cola begin and end becom,
ingly, but even in parts which are absolutely continuous
without a breathing space, there must be such almost imper,
ceptible pauses. Who, for example, can doubt that there is
but one thought in the following passage and that it should
be pronounced without a halt for breath? Animadverti, iud,
ices, omnem accusatoris orationem in duas divisam esse partes [I
have noted, judges, that the entire speech for the prosecu,
tion is divided into two parts]. Still the groups formed by the
first two words, the next three, and then again by the next
two and three, have each their own special rhythms and cause
a slight check in our breathing: at least such is the opinion
of specialists in rhythm. 38
Today one is astonished by the intellectual agility and presence of
mind demanded of ancient orators. Still, training should always aim
high. What a man cannot manage on the podium, he presumably
can mend on the page.
Quintilian in Book X takes up Cicero's advocacy of the pen being
the best modeler and teacher of eloquence. He sees writing as re,
lated to profound thought, the meditation and calm required for its
success as a coolant to the ardor of extempore speech. He disparages
empty loquacity and words "born on the lips". The practice of writ,
ing regularly in silence and seclusion, he says, will develop a resource
of wisdom and well, informed expression on which to draw in the
stress of speaking. "And I know not whether both exercises, when
we perform them with care and assiduity, are not reciprocally benefi,
cial, as it appears that by writing we speak with greater accuracy,
and by speaking we write with greater ease. "39
The point to be noted here is that rhetorically organized speech
37. Quintilian, Institutio, 541.
38. Ibid., 545.
39. Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory; or, Education of an Orator, 2 vols., trans. J.
S. Watson (London: George Bell, 1876), 2:284-307. The symbiosis of writing and
speech will be taken up in detail in later parts of "The Punctator's World".
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was compelling text to conform with the principles of spoken art. As
we see, rhetoric, which originally oriented itself to the ear, had slipped
into the visual domain. Cato had been the first Roman to publish
his speeches. The example of those who followed firmed up the tra,
dition of rhetoric on the page. By Hadrian's time (A.D. 76-138)
rhetoricians were being honored in the highest quarters and Pliny
was advising the rewriting of one's speeches so that style and appro'
priate arrangement of materials might be assured for the pleasure of
future generations. 40 The Apologia of Apuleius, his defense against
having used magic to secure a widow's affections, shows "forensic
oratory turning into pure literature".41 In Apuleius's Metamorphoses,
in popular essays, informal dialogues, diatribes, or essays, in written
orations, or letters-in any voice,produced prose where the author
was present as a guide and friend-the imprint of rhetoric was ap'
parent and was arousing the euphuistic punctatorial conscience.
By the fourth century A.D., Greek and Roman scribes had long
been computing their output by numbers of verses (for poetry) and
numbers of lines, or stichoi (for prose). Indeed, stichometry, a Greek
phenomenon, appears to have been developed before Callimachus in
the third century B. C. and was probably indeed coeval with litera'
ture itself. 42 A stichos was essentially equivalent to the average
hexameter line (that is, about sixteen syllables long, like the first
line of the Iliad). But it varied in count, descending as low as twelve
for iambic lines. 43 A syllabic measurement of this sort was very use,
ful, for with it the words themselves could be laid on the page, so
many per line, as best fitted requirements of purse or aesthetics; and
neither the scribe, who received his pay by the stichos, nor the pur,
chaser, who bought by quantity of written matter, would feel cheated. 44
By analogy with the length of the lines for which it was most
commonly used, the stichos took on the attributes of the hexameter,
whose boundaries offered space for statement not very different from
40. Clarke, Rhetoric at Rome, 41, 107.
41. Oxford History of the Classical World, 658.
42. Harris, "Stichometry I", 135.
43. Ibid., 139.
44. J. Rendel Harris tells us (op. cit., pp. 156-57) that well into the Middle Ages,
especially at Bologna and in other university towns in Northern Italy, scribes were
paid by the pecia, which measured off sixteen columns, each of sixty~two lines with
thirty~two letters to the line.
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the modem sentence. 45 The stichos thereby fell into a rather wobbly
relationship with meaning, since decisions were required as to where
the line should be lopped and another begun. Such decisions could
be based on an exact syllable count or on an instinctual feel for a
completed thought somewhere in the area of the eleventh or six,
teenth syllable. Confusingly related to this need. to break up contin,
uing text was the development of a punctuational technique called
'colometry', devised by Aristophanes of Byzantium to layout the
lyrical passages of Greek tragedies according to the required and known
metres, so that they were no longer packed together as if they were
prose. 46 This technique was thereafter adopted in a general way to
aid anyone reading aloud in public. 'Colometry' means the measuring
out of cola, a word (in the singular) by this time grown to mean a
mix of syllable count and a completed (but not necessarily autono,
mous) thought-a clause, if you will, a limb, member, or part. Thus,
in very general terms, colometry broke up cola into short, eye,catch,
ing lines, so that recitations of poetry, oratory, or church les~ons
might follow speech rhythms and so make easy sense to the lis,
teners. 47 Colometric layout on the page leavened the word mass, and
in its most lavish examples produced an extravagant ratio of space to
letter,cluster.
Colometry thrived throughout the first millennium. Initially de,
vised for poetry, it moved into the prose camp to become for a time
strictly adherent to syllable counting: for the clauses (cola)-8 to 18
syllables, and for the phrases (commata)-8 syllables or less. 48 But as
spoken meanings are conveyed more easily from conceptually com,
plete clauses and phrases, thoughtful scribes took care over where
their divisions were placed. Thus, in their renderings, it came to be
that the succession of full space,stichoi (for payment) would be num,
bered in the margins and the broken colometric lines divided where
cohesive word groups (sense,stichoi) seemed to dictate. Jerome's Yul,
gate Bible gave a great boost to the colometric sense line. In his
Preface to "Isaiah" he enjoined others to use it as well: sed quod in
45. Harris, "Stichometry I", 151.
46. Reynolds and Wilson, Scribes and Scholars, 14.
47. Ibid.
48. Sir Edward Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Paleography
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1912), 70.
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Colometric lines "[In principio] erat verbum. . ." St. John's Gospel, in the Codex
Lindisfarnensis, vol. 1, page 211 v, from the facsimile edition published in 1960.
Courtesy of the Syracuse University Library. See transcription on page 99.
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into the margins as phrases to be treated in fact as minute para,
graphs, before which the reader might take a new breath. As for run,
of,the,mill scribes, they perhaps found syllable counting too tedious
an activity or the concept of sense clause, or even phrase, too vague.
"As might be expected, one arrangement of the text of the Bible in
rhythmical sentences or lines of sense would not be consistently fol,
lowed by all editors and scribes. "49 The diversity in length of colo,
metric 'sentences' drawn up from the same textual material gives evi,
dence both of scribal apathy and of the infirm nature of a perceived
word group.
The following per cola et commata lines, which open the Gospel
according to St. John, come from a sixth,century Book of Gospels
written in Italian uncials and perhaps sent by Pope Gregory the Great
to St. Augustine at Canterbury. 50
INPRINCIPIOERAT
UERBUM
ETUERBUMERAT
APUDDEUMETDEUS
ERATUERBUM
HOCERATINPRIN
CIPIOAPUDDEUM
OMNIAPERIPSUM
FACTASUNT
ETSINEIPSOFACTUM
ESTNIHIL
QUODFACTUMEST
INIPSOUITAERAT
ETUITAERATLUXHO
MINUM
ETLUXINTENEBRIS
LUCET
ETTENEBRAEEAM
NONCOMPREHEN
DERUNT.
FUITHOMOMISSUS
ADEOCUINOMEN
ERATIOHANNES
HICUENITINTESTI
MONIUMUTTES
TIMONIUMPERHI
BERETDELUMINE
UTOMNESCREDE
RENTPERILLUM
NONERATILLELUX
SEDUTTESTIMO
NIUMPERHIBE
RETDELUMINE
49. Thompson, Greek and Latin Paleography, 70.
50. Peter Clemoes, "Liturgical Influence on Punctuation in Late Old English and
Early Middle English Manuscripts", Occasional Papers No. I, Cambridge University
Department of Anglo,Saxon (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1952); reprinted
in the Old English Newsletter series Subsidia 4 (1980): 10. The manuscript (CCCC
286) is in the Corpus Christi College Library.
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The same passage taken from the facsimile edition of the Lindisfame
Gospels (ca. A.D. 700) shows tentative word separation and reads as
follows (author's underlines):51
INPRIN
CIPIO
ERATUERBUM
ETUERBUMERAT
APUDDEUMETDEUS
ERATUERBUM HOCERAT
INPRINCIPIO APUD DEUM
OMNIA PERIPSUM FACTA
SUNT ETSINEIPSO
FACTUM EST NIHIL
QUOD FACTUM ESTINIPSO
UITA ERAT ETUITAERAT
LUX HOMINUM ETLUX
INTENEBRIS LUCET
ETTENBRAEEAM NON
COM PRAEHENDERUNT
FUIT HOMO MISSUS ADEO
CUINOMENERAT
IOHANNES
HIC UENIT INTESTAMONIUM
UTTESTAMONIUM PERHI
BERET DELUMINE
UTOMNES CREDERENT
PER ILLUM
NONERATILLE LUX
SED UTTESTAMONIUM PER
HIBERET DELUMINE
51. Facsimile edition of the Codex Lindisfamensis, ed. T. D. Kendrick (Lausanne:
Lars Graf, 1960), 1:211v.
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Lines from the Echtemach Gospels, as reproduced in the Lindisfame facsimile,
vol. 2, pI. 7. Courtesy of the Syracuse University Library.
And again, comparing only the underlined words, from the Echter,
nach Gospels (early eighth century) :52
Hoc ERAT INPRINCI
PIa APUDDEUM
OMNIA PERIPSUM
FACTA SUNT
ETSINE IPSO FACTUM
EST NIHIL
QUOD FACTUM EST
INIPSO VITA ERAT
52. Codex Undisfarnensis, 2: pI. 7. Also, Walter W. Skeat provides some interest~
ing samples of how unemphatic the concept of a phrase~break used to be. Two
reproduced congenerous manuscripts (undated) have varying numbers of pausal line
dots, though they compare exactly in verse layout and in the notable capitalizing of
the Fuit homo missus a deo phrase. See Walter W. Skeat, The Gospel According to St-
John, in Anglo~Saxon and Northumbrian Versions (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,
1878), 12.
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Bibles rendered in this way invited the reader into an easy stride.
Knowing his text well, he could slide his finger down the columns
and feel that he was progressing nobly. The modem eye, on the
other hand, is daunted by the steep chute of words and the strange
word splits (prin/cipio; ho/minum; comprehen/derunt, etc.). Perplex,
ingly, even in cases where the paragraphos was inserted to mark off
subject divisions (for example, in portions of the Codex Amiatinus,
which was transcribed in Northumbria, A.D. 716), words often re,
mained unseparated, and what is considered standard phrasing today
was violated with impunity. 53 From the sheer grandeur of a so,called
per cola et commata manuscript, however, one might deduce that the
material was sufficiently familiar to have been easily rattled off.
Meanwhile, during the seventh century, as costly parchment be,
gan to supplant papyrus--which political strife had made more diffi,
cult to obtain-modest copies of the Bible were appearing. In the
eighth century and increasingly thereafter, the dense, space,econo,
mizing minuscule lettering, used heretofore for official communica,
tion and document writing, came to be used for church materials. It
was more suited to the smaller page than was the majestic uncial. 54
Thus, in the more homely volumes lines lengthened from margin to
margin, and the suppleness of natural speech came to be reflected by
insertions of pausal marks. 55 From the placement of these evolved
the modem euphuistic, or elocutionary, style of pointing.
EARLY LOGICAL POINTING
The origins of logical pointing lie with Aristotle. Being further
along the road to the modem conception of literacy and less scepti,
cal of the written word than was Plato, he dealt comfortably with
functions of recording and categorizing, and applied the patterns of
thought that reading encourages to philosophizing and psychologiz,
ing about rhetoric. 56 He was critical of the Isocratic tilt, which in
his opinion, gave too much leeway to the play of emotions, for only
53. T. F. and M. F. A. Husband, Punctuation: Its Principles and Practice (London:
Geo. Routledge and Sons, 1905), 16.
54. Reynolds and Wilson, Scribes and Scholars, 51.
55. Clemoes, "Liturgical Influence", 11.
56. New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. "rhetoric".
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when supported by logic and proof, did rhetoric make an honorable
tool in the quest for truth. 57 In this, Aristotle is exaltedly Greek.
The great Hellenic speeches of Pericles and Demosthenes addressed
man's reasoning powers by the strength of their arguments, not by
the charm of their appeal. It was a Roman feature of oratory (most
notably, Cicero's) to whip the passions over the threshold of reason
in order to seize the jury's heart; the justness of the cause was a
secondary matter. 58
To Aristotle, as might be expected, meaning was paramount. In
his "Art" of Rhetoric (written ca.330 B. C.) he urged a meticulous
and sparing use of connecting particles, specificity of word meaning,
correspondence of genders and of numbers, and a care that what is
written as well as what is spoken be well bonded and flow easily. 59
He was against the ancient "continuous style" of putting words to,
gether. That method, he claimed, was unpleasant because it was
endless. Instead, he advocated the "periodic style", in which the
topic was fed out in readily grasped quantities. Material handled in
this way can be "easy to learn, because it can be easily retained in
the memory". 60 The periodos, a word reasonably translated by 'rest,
having completed a full lap', should respond to a finality of sense,
rather than to a deflated lung or the metrical conceits of Gorgias.
Here, it should be understood that an ancient or medieval periodos
did not necessarily coincide with syntactic completeness. In addi,
tion, Aristotle discussed the colon, describing it as having a unity of
sense as well as being easy to repeat in a breath. By addressing struc'
tural matters Aristotle was not recommending a disregard for the
beauty or rhythm of phrasing, but rather an aesthetic preference for
a lucid communication ... what Jespersen would call a successful
impression. 61
Although in Aristotle's time sentences and clauses were recognized
elements of speech and writing, they were not dealt with textually,
until Aristophanes of Byzantium (ca. 200 B.C.) specified the values
of stops and used them in the scholarly editing of manuscripts. There
is no existing evidence from manuscripts before Aristophanes of By,
57. Freese, Aristotle's Rhetoric, xxii.
58. Clarke, Rhetoric at Rome, 47.
59. Freese, Aristotle's Rhetoric, 373-75.
60. Ibid., 387-89.
61. Jespersen, Essentials, 19.
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zantium's time that there was any consistent punctuation symbol
in use by everyday working scribes. Indeed, for centuries yet to come,
this far,flung and disorderly profession seemed not to notice Aristo,
phanes' inventory of puncts. There are examples from the first cen,
tury B.C. of scribes employing the full stop, but as a group they used
it like babies-randomly, with unpredictable values, and with a star,
tling lack of empathy with the reader.
Aristophanes of Byzantium was a scholar of apparently outstanding
scope. He surpassed in quality of output his famous teachers, Calli,
machus (poet, and author of the Pinakes, a sort of universal bibliog,
raphy with biographies of authors) and Zenodotus (the first head of
the Alexandrian Library and early emendator of Homeric texts), to
become himself in ca. 194 B.C. the head of the Alexandrian Library.
Beyond his invention of a rational colometry (mentioned above),
which he used textually to authenticate lines by metrical compari,
son, Aristophanes enhanced the contemporary recension techniques
by developing new and systematizing the old critical and lectional
signs. In addition, he put out the best,to,that,date editions of Homer,
Hesiod, Anacreon, and most lastingly, Pindar. To his credit lie the
improved assorting of grammatical elements and a workable array of
accent marks to preserve pronunciation. 62 But his most interesting
achievement, for our purposes, was a system for distinguishing the
various sections of discourse described in rhetorical theory. 63 It was
as follows:
1) A point after the middle of the last letter (thus: Eo) in,
dicated the end of a short section (or a comma)
2) A point after the bottom of the last letter (thus: Eo) in,
dicated the end of a longer section (or a colon)
3) A point after the top of the last letter (thus: EO) indi,
cated the end of the longest section (or a periodos)
Amongst majuscules Aristophanes' three,point breakthrough offered
a supple discrimination, which was lost in lines of minuscule script
62. P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 459.
63. That we owe this invention to Aristophanes is not finnly accepted by all scholars.
For example, Rudolf Pfeiffer, in his History of Classical Scholarship (Oxford: Claren,
don Press, 1968), 179, conjectures that this pointing system might well belong to
the time of Hadrian, three centuries later, and that Aristophanes himself might
have used only two points.
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where the vertical positions of the dots could not be readily dis,
cerned. As it turned out, the system was seldom actually used, though
it survived in degenerated versions,64 which will be discussed later.
Aristophanes wrote on grammatical and lexicographical topics in
addition to a great many other subjects. He was a scholar,editor, a
grammarian par metier. He attained a new level of critical speciali,
zation, and thereby marked the decisive emergence of a professional
approach to learning. In a very real sense he was the father of gen,
erations of editors to come.
His own pupil Aristarchus, when, in tum, he succeeded to the
post of Librarian, carried on the legacy of textual scholarship. His
major grammatical victories lay in the area of syntax and analogy, as
well as further refinement of the pointing art. 65 Thus, the Alexan,
drian Library, for more than half a century-from Aristophanes' ten,
ure as head to the expulsion of Aristarchus with others of the intel,
ligentsia in 145 B.C.-fostered standards of scholarship heretofore
unknown. The impetus from this scholarly example continued for
centuries both in Alexandria and in other parts of the world, though
in weakened form-for the human element in the transmission of
knowledge was, as always, both unstable and unreliable. Even in
Ptolemaic Alexandria the copywork had been faulty. Because of the
laboriousness of the scribal task, original editions tended to be unique,
with the result that knowledge survived through synopses, commen,
taries, and spoken tradition. According to P. M. Fraser: "There can
be no doubt that texts such as the 'city,texts' and the early recension
of Zenodotus were already [less than a century later] inaccessible to
Aristarchus".66
Nevertheless, while this succession of scholars labored over the
disposition of words and over the clarity and accuracy of texts, the
logical divisions of the textual line became more and more a notice,
able consideration. During the subsequent basically oral,aural millen,
nium, individual grammarians responded to the lure of logic. With
visual sensibilities expanded through a growing dependence on aI,
phabetic writing, they touched again and again upon the structural
breaks in the written line.
64. New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., s. v. "punctuation".
65. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, 462-63.
66. Ibid., 476.
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S News of the Library l~
~1L and the Library Associates r
RECENT GIFTS TO THE SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
In late June of this year the George Arents Research Library re~
ceived a gift of ten Roosevelt letters, of which seven were written by
Franklin D. Roosevelt himself, two by his private secretary, and one
by Eleanor Roosevelt. Chancellor Emeritus William Pearson Tolley
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Spector joined in bringing this group of
related documents to Syracuse.
The letters are addressed to Miss Thelma Burnett (later Mrs. John
J. Curley), a physiotherapy technician specializing in poliomyelitis
victims. During 1926 and 1927 Miss Burnett worked at the Georgia
Warm Springs Foundation (Centre for the Study and After~Treat~
ment of Poliomyelitis) and knew Franklin Roosevelt, himself a polio
victim and president of the institution's trustees. About this time
Miss Burnett married John J. Curley, an electrical engineer, and moved
to Syracuse, New York.
Roosevelt's letters, which are short but warm, respond to Mrs.
Curley's worries over the fact that her husband did not have a job.
Also, they tell of the latest improvements at Warm Springs. "They
have nearly seventy patients and we have begun the erection of the
big new winter swimming pool with a complete glass roof over it and
the two new sun parlors." In a letter of 27 October 1928, Roosevelt
states: "I am going back there immediately after the election, no
matter what the results".
By 1944 Mrs. Curley had become Lieutenant Curley, stationed in
the British Isles, and Roosevelt was in the White House. Thank~you
notes for small gifts from England, written by Roosevelt's private
secretary, attest to the Lieutenant's continuing correspondence and
devotion.
The single letter from Eleanor Roosevelt is on Democratic Na~
tional Committee stationery, dated 18 October 1928. Mrs. Roosevelt
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is pleased that Mrs. Curley is supporting the President and hopes
that "you will go to hear my husband when he speaks in Syracuse,
and you may find yourself more interested in Smith than you now
are in Hoover".
Although there are not many of these letters, they give an impor,
tant glimpse of Franklin Roosevelt at several stations of his career:
at home in Hyde Park, New York; as vice,president of the Fidelity
and Deposit Company of Maryland (New York City) and partner in
the law firm of Roosevelt and O'Connor (New York City); in the
Executive Mansion in Albany; and, finally, in the White House.
Carolyn A. Davis
Manuscripts Librarian
Notable additions to the Library's Rudyard Kipling Collection were
made during the past year by William P. Tolley. The collection of
books by Kipling was strengthened by the acquisition of a set of page
proofs for the English edition of The Muse among the Motors (1904).
These proofs exist in only two known copies and the work was never
actually published in this form in England. One copy of only twenty
of this same title that were printed in the United States for copyright
purposes in 1904 complements this gift. The American copyright
edition of Pan in Vermont, printed from type prepared for its maga,
zine appearance in Country Life in America, December 1902, and
surviving in only ten copies, was also among the latest gifts to the
Library from Chancellor Tolley.
The Kipling Collection at Syracuse University includes a number
of galley and page proofs of different works corrected by the author.
An important addition to this part of the Collection are the cor,
rected proofs for the second edition of Letters to the Family (Toronto,
1910), an account of Kipling's visit to Canada, with his autograph
corrections and alterations on more than fifty pages. Accompanying
this set of proofs is a unique publisher's proof of the book with a trial
binding and preface but with blank leaves in place of the main body
of the text. Kipling has added his corrections to the cover, title page,
and prefatory leaves and, commenting on the drab paper wrappers,
writes: "This is rather a dreary colour. Can't you give us something
a little more cheerful. RK." When the book was published it was
bound in pale blue wrappers, presumably to Kipling's satisfaction.
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Rudyard Kipling, as drawn by Steven Spurrier.
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Finally, through the generosity of Dr. Tolley, the Library has re,
ceived a group of four letters (1903-1904) from Henry James to his
nephew, William James II, and an interesting caricature of Kipling
by the English artist Steven Spurrier (1878-1961), reduced and re,
produced here. The Spurrier pen,and,ink drawing shows Kipling in
Indian costume brandishing a quill pen dripping phrases from "The
Absent,minded Beggar". Though no further identification was needed,
the artist has added in the background the titles of Kipling's best,
known stories. Spurrier's caricature was published in Bystander, no.
35, August 1904.
The Henry James letters offer interesting insights on his life in
London and include mention of a "pilgrimage ... in Kipling's mo,
tor" to Batemans, Kipling's Sussex home. James writes: ". . . the
beauty of the twenty'mile spin was surpassed only by the beauty of
the delicious old house, an absolutely intact old treasure of Charles
I's time, as remarkable for its position and preservation as for its
intrinsic interest. It's an oddly discordant setting for its owner's fu,
rious modernism and journalism---or rather but would be if his excel,
lent appreciation and affection for it, and his and his wife's very
intelligent way of living in it, didn't pleasantly bridge the hiatus."
Mark F. Weimer
Rare Book Librarian
LIBRARY ASSOCIATES SPRING PROGRAM
The Syracuse University Library Associates program for the 1989
spring semester is as follows:
February 2, 1989
Thursday, 4 p. m.
1916 Room
Bird Library
March 2, 1989
Thursday, 4 p.m.
1916 Room
Bird Library
Stanton L. Catlin
Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts, Syracuse University
THE COMMISSIONING OF THE DIEGO
RIVERA MURALS AT CUERNAVACA
Walter Hamady
Printer and Publisher, The Perishable Press,
Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin
NEW POETRY AND THE PRIVATE PRESS
co'sponsored by The Bibliographical Society of
America and the Library Associates
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April 4-5, 1989
April 4, 1989
Tuesday, 8 p.m.
Crouse College
Auditorium
April 5, 1989
Wednesday, 12:30 p.m.
Hosmer Auditorium
Everson Museum
April 5, 1989
Wednesday, 4 p.m.
1916 Room
Bird Library
April 28, 1989
Friday, 12 noon
Drumlins
800 Nottingham Road
A Celebration of the Music of Ernst Bacon
Director of the School of Music, 1945-1947
Composer~in~Residence, 1947-1964
Professor Emeritus, 1964~
Concerts, lecture, and exhibition
co~sponsored by The Society for New Music and
the Library Associates
THE MUSIC OF ERNST BACON AT
CROUSE COLLEGE
CIVIC MORNING MUSICALS: THE MUSIC
OF ERNST BACON
CONVERSATIONS WITH ERNST BACON
The Artist in Society: Harmony and/or Dissonance
Ernst Bacon, Composer
Dorothy Riester, Sculptor
Thomas Mortland, Philosopher
Spring Luncheon and Annual Meeting
Speaker: Michael H. Hoeflich
Dean, Syracuse University College of Law
THE IMAGE OF LAW IN VICTORIAN
LITERATURE
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THE SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ASSOCIATES, founded
in 1953, is a society whose efforts are devoted to the enrichment of
the Syracuse University Library and especially the ran: book and
manuscript collections. The Associates' interests lie in strengthening
these collections through the acquisition of unusual books, manu,
scripts, and other research materials which are rare and often of such
value that the Library would not otherwise be able to acquire them.
The Associates welcome anyone to join whose interests incline in
the direction of book collecting or the graphic arts. The perquisites
of membership include borrowing privileges and general use ~f the
Syracuse University Library's facilities and resources, as well as invi,
tations to exhibitions, Associates,sponsored lectures, and special events
of the University Library. In addition, members will receive our in,
cidental publications, typographic keepsakes, and the Syracuse Uni,
versity Library Associates Courier, a semiannual publication that con,
tains articles related to unusual and interesting aspects of the Library's
holdings and, in particular, to the holdings of the George Arents
Research Library for Special Collections.
SUGGESTED MEMBERSHIP CONTRIBUTIONS are as follows: Benefac,
tor, $500; Sustaining member, $200; Individual member, $50; Fac,
ulty and staff of Syracuse University, $30; Senior citizen and student,
$20. Checks, made payable to Syracuse University Library Associ,
ates, should be sent to the Secretary, 100 E. S. Bird Library, Syra,
cuse University, Syracuse NY 13244,2010. For further information
about the programs and activities of the Library Associates, tele,
phone (315) 443,2697.
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